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T h e  Final Molt

The adult, winged mayfly is bom  twice...once when 
it emerges from the nympal skin and is known as the dun 
and again when it emerges from the dun skin and is known 
as the spinner. The time between the two 'births' varies from 
a few minutes to a few days.

There is considerable conjecture about the reason for 
the two winged stages because the mayfly is the only insect 
which does this. One reason given by workers, (the rather 
chummy name used in the scientific journals to identify pro
fessional entomologists) is that it would be impossible for 
spinners to grow such long and reversible fore legs (longer 
in the males) and tails in a single molt, as in the first from 
nymph to dim. And we shall see the importance of the great 
length of the legs and tails as we go along.

The description of the emergence of the dun has been 
well covered in the ’hatch’ books so we don't have to travel 
that road again. The final molt to spinner, however, has not 
received much attention except in scientific publications. 
Once the durTemerges, it can^take^flighQ nytim e. The 
length of the ride on the water, workers say, depends on the 
time it takes for the wings to diy and for the flight muscles 
to warm up to operating temperature. Eventually the dun 
lifts off the water rather heavily, and in a labored flight gains 
some altitude and flies in a fairly, straight line to the bank. (I 
have watched some duns skid across the water to the bank



or some other kind of vegetation and get themselves away 
from the water in that manner.) Once on shore, the dun seeks 
protective shelter in the leaves of a tree or blades of grass 
where it will rest and 'ripen'. Anglers some times confuse 
the flight of the dun with that of the spinner but spinner 
flights, attracting mates or laying eggs, will last much longer 
and are far more acrobatic.

Final molting depends on many factors of which tem
perature, humidity and light are the most important. In labo
ratories, or in other artificial habitats like my home, the duns 
probably molt faster than they would outside where autumn 
temperatures can drop to below freezing soon after night
fall. I wondered how j?aetis duns could survive these late 
season night time temperatures and asked Gustafson how 
they do it. He simply said, they don't, they die.

Duns waiting to molt are quiescent and will remain 
so for hours at a time with their wings in the classic, upright 
position. They have a pretty good hold on to whatever sur-

to be successful. One of the first signs that the molt is begin
ning is the lowering of the wings to the spent position. Next, 
they are angled back quite severely as on a delta winged air
craft. Now the top of the thorax or mesonotum is fully ex
posed, and it looks like one of those shiny, wrinkled fore
heads on Star Trek. Something seems to be stirring inside 
the insect. Quite suddenly a crack appears lengthwise in the 
wrinkled exuvia and the same, identical wrinkling can be 
seen through it. Now, things start to happen quickly. A new 
head of the insect appears in the crack, the dim having pulled 
it back and up through it. The head and longer front legs 
(up to twice the length of the previous dun legs on the male) 
and body start to slide forward pulling new wings out of the 
old. If the insect has trouble getting the rest of himself out, it
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bends its head, thorax and body back and forth pulling for
ward with its exposed legs (like someone trying to remove a 
stubborn cork from a wine bottle) until all of him or her in
cluding the much longer tails are free of the exuvia or shuck. 
The instinct of the dun to become a spinner seems to me to 
be very strong as if it knows this is not the last nor best part 
of its life.

The exuvia on the wings is not substantial enough to 
retain its shape and collapses, while all the other body parts 
including the legs, (still holding on to the surface) body seg
ments, male claspers and tails are perfectly maintained giv
ing us a sort of clear, plastic replica of the former insect. The 
molt can happen with the insect in any position; upside 
down, hanging perpendicular or rightside up on a level 
plane. I have also noticed that duns with imperfect, unfurled 
wings cannot molt successfully, but become trapped in the 
wing exuviae and spin hopelessly until they are exhausted 
and die. I f  s quite possible this is how this stage of the may
fly got its name.

It should be added here that not all mayflies molt in 
a fixed or stationary position. Some angling writers believe 
species of Trycorythodes molt j; in mid air although I have 
seen many of them molt on the ground, on vegetation and 
on the body and windows of my car, where they seem to go 
through the same molting process described here. I would 
not argue too strongly against the mid air molting because I 
have seen shucks raining down from trico swarms and have 
netted trico spinners^vith shucks still hanging from them. 

[Another species, Ephron album does not run true to form. 
In it, the three-tailed female breeds as a dun while the two- 
tailed male molts to spinner in mid-air because his middle 
and hind legs are so weak and reduced he can never land on 
anything solid. And there is a rare species which sheds all of



the subimaginal pellicle from its body, legs and tails only... 
but not from its wings.

There is a kind of sleight of hand in the molt. Your 
eyes are glued to the insect. You don't want to miss any
thing. Yet, when it's over, you're not sure you saw what you 
saw. It's also hard to believe that the spinner and the dun 
are the same insect. The dun is lackluster, thick and stodgy 
with dull, hairy wings of^little translucency. The spinner is 
sparkling and jewel-like, and smooth and luminous with 
bright, clear wings of maximum transparency. One worker 
suggested the discarding of all that hair in the outer cuticle 
"lightens the body weight for flying," and, "favors flying by 
diminishing friction against the air."

The Mating

The m ating flight is composed of recently trans
formed male adults and can take place over the water, over 
the bank or even inland quite a  distance. Some species have 
a penchant for tarred roads and parking lots, particularly 
when they are lined with trees. The swarm is usually not 
too high, although I have seen trico swarms a hundred feet 
in the air. Where a river runs through a canyon, male spin
ners will sometimes fly at the rim even though the river may 
be hundreds of feet below.

You can expect to see mating flights at anytime dur
ing the fishing season. In fact, you should expect to see them 
whenever you see duns, because every dun, male and fe
male, which molts successfully will return to the river area 
as a spinner. In the earlier part of the season mating flights 
are more likely to occur in the mid or late afternoon, but as 
the year progresses, the flights will show earlier and later. 
The best way to observe a flight is against the sun. There can



be as few as a dozen males in the flight or hundreds, except 
in trico swarms where there can be hundreds of thousands 
of males and females. The most distinguishing feature of 
the flight is an up and down rhythm or dance which no other 
insect seems to have. Up and down distances vary from 
specie to specie, but an average might seem to be from up to 
ten feet high and down to two feet above the ground or wa
ter. All of the downward movements are in an energy- sav
ing glide, the wings glistening in the sun as the male strives 
to get the greatest amount of free drift. Tails are held almost 
perpendicular and move back and forth like rudders during 
the glide downward, illustrating the importance of their 
longer length. At the bottom position of the fall, the male 
beats his wings rapidly and climbs back up to the top posi
tion before gliding back down again. This is a demonstra
tion of real flying power and skill and can continue for hours 
in the same spot, or until a female of the species interrupts 
the cycle.

She appears from nowhere, flies straight into the 
swarm and selects a mate. They are joined immediately in 
mid air and fly together like an old biplane in a rather slow, 
straight, low angling line towards the ground. During the 
flight, the male grasps the female from beneath by curving 
the long, reversible fore legs back over her thorax and using 
his clasper at the base of the tails to grasp her abdomen. He 
bends his abdomen upwards and she bends hers downward. 
Copulation starts and ends while the pair slowly descends 
to the ground. (Mating could also occur over water, in which 
case the pair must fly to the bank or something solid to "un
couple" themselves after copulating. See the chapter on the 
Gray Drake, Siphlonurus occidentalis.)



Egg Laying

With the eggs in her body cavity now fertilized the 
female spinner develops a u-shaped curve at the 7th or 8th 
segment of her abdomen, where in a very short time a ball of 
eggs will appear. The dominant color is a shade of green, 
although on PM ITjfem ale spinners the ball is a luminous 
blue green. Workers say the bigger the female, the more eggs 
she will lay. A trico for example could have up to 1200, while 
a green drake could have up to 8000. And larger specimens 
in a given species will have more eggs than their smaller 
partners.

The egg ball is quite visible on hovering female spin
ners, and must represent a large percentage of the insect's 
total weight. She cannot hold up her hind end and flies with 
her body almost perpendicular, looking for the right place 
on the water to get rid of her burden. I netted many PMD 
egg*carrying spinners with the intention of photographing 
them and the egg balls. My camera was set up on a level 
bank a few feet from the streamy Every time I caught one in 
the net, I would hurry to the camera, but invariably, by the 
time I got there, she would have let the ball of eggs go and it 
would be rolling around in the bottom of the net. The ball is 
round and hard and can actually be picked up with a pair of 
tweezers.

Actual egg-laying methods vary from species to spe
cies. The one I became the most familiar with was the PMD. 
This was on a shallow riffle on a spring creek not too far 
from my home which I visited freguently during July and 
August of 93 and 94. All kinds of mating activity occurred 
there, mostly in the late afternoon and early evening. Duns 
liked to leave the water here. Male spinners swarmed and 
paired off with females. And female spinners, heavy with



eggs, returned to the spot to deposit their eggs. It was a real 
cornucopia of mayfly activity and I was very fortunate to 
find it. Sometimes everything seemed to be happening at 
once. The spot was at a sharp bend in the creek and right in 
the bend was a large, bushy kind of tree, at the base of which 
was a shallow, choppy riffle. There were not many such iden
tifying land marks along the creek and perhaps the mayflies, 
particularly those females ready to lay eggs, used it for the 
same purpose. Like, "if you just fly upstream a little way, 
you'll find a large, bushy tree and there underneath it is a 
riffle tailormade for egg laying."

Egg carrying PMD's are perhaps the most violent egg 
layers in the mayfly kingdom. I saw many approach the 
riffle, fly down to within two feet of the choppy surface and 
just throw themselves into the creek like dive bombers. I 
would continue to look down the current to try to pick out 
the insect floating on the surface, but only rarely did I see 
one moving away. I thought it was also possible that if one 
bombing didn't release the eggs, the spinner might fly back 
off the water and try it again.

Females are supposed to fly upstream to lay their eggs 
to compensate for the downstream drifting of eggs and hatch
ing nymphs. If the PMD's did this, I thought I would walk 
downstream, try to pick up one in flight and follow her back 
up to the big, bushy tree. I walked a half mile on the creek, 
but never found a spinner moving upstream.

There are at least four egg-laying methods recorded 
in workers journals; dropped in a string from a couple of 
feet over the water with the female then dropping to the water 
and squeezing out the remaining eggs in a death struggle; 
laid underwater with the female crawling down a stone, or 
weed or some other submerged limb or vegetation; released 
in batches by striking the water with the tip of her abdomen



and washing off a few eggs at each encounter; and dropped 
as a ball from a height of several feet in a manuever sugges
tive of dive-bombing, in which the bushy tree PMD's may 
be included except they went in with the eggs.
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B a e t is  tricaudatus

It's  easy to love a Baetis. It is the first mayfly we see 
on our favorite rarer in the spring and the last we see before 
we hang up the rod in October or November. Because it 
comes so early and so late, it is subjected to the worst kind of

accom pan ied  by wind.
Low clouds.^-No sun.- A soft dampness in the air. 

That's Baetis weather. Freezing temperatures kill many duns 
before they molt into spinners and mate, yet the sufficient 
few tolerate whatever mother nature throws at them. They 
hide low in the weeds near the river bank, perhaps moving 
to the lee side when the wind is raging and to the warm, lit 
side when the sun is showing. The survivors could molt in 
24 hours. Some duns I planted on DePuy and Armstrong in 
October, 1994, survived for five days!

You all know Baetis. It's the 'blue dun' of the roman
tic fly fishing past, or the blue-winged olive to Easterners, or 
simply the 'olive', large and small or dark and light, to the 
British. It is a small mayfly, as small as 1/8", with an olive 
body and smoky, gray blue wings, which always look too 
big for the body and which can cause the angler to throw a 
fly at a fish that's two sizes too large. There are two tails and 
every species has hind wings which are difficult to see. (The 
Pseudodoeon and Q oeon genera, also of the Baetidae, have 
no hind wings.) Males, as dims and as spinners, have large,
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-SafSsh caramel colored eyes whic
^to shoOtxigF+-QM<-p>f tlw> inwm-Kft-tlP
boys used to wear.

As spinners, Baetis tricaudatus male bodies turn light 
brown with the middle segments going almost clear or hya
line. The female is single colored in a y ellowish brown, more 
like gold, brighter and duller from one girl to the next. The 
wings, of course, are hyaline and there are two tails.

I have found it difficult trying to describe the colors 
of the bodies of spinners. Here might be a good explanation 
from AN ANGLER'S ENTOMOLOGY, J. R. Harris, 1970. 
"The translucency of the abdomens of duns and spinners 
greatly increases the difficulty of describing their colours. 
This quality is most apparent in male spinners, and an ex
amination of the first six or seven segments shows that this 
portion of the abdomen contains little more than the air-in
flated digestive tract, and that most of the colour and opac
ity is confined to the integument. The last three or four seg
ments are more opaque, as they contain the internal male 
genital organs.

"The abdomen of a female spinner is completely filled 
with eggs in the first eight segments, and is, therefore, opaque 
before the eggs have been passed, but it becomes translu
cent after the spinner has oviposited."

^ Baetis is big and widespread. There are more than 
60 species. The family Baetidae, to which the Baetis belongs, 
"is found on all continents and on many islands. It is absent 
from  New Zealand, although its closest relative, Siph- 
laenigma, occurs there. At extremely high northern latitudes 
and in high altitude streams of North America and Asia, 
Baetis is the only mayfly genus present." MAYFLIES OF 
NORTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA, EDMUNDS, JENSEN 
AND BERNER, 1976.



And Baetis is also one of the first-known mayfly gen
era, having been described by a worker named Leach in 1815.

In M ontana and  other northw estern  states, B. 
tricaudatus is necessarily multi-brooded, with at least two 
generations per year. On Armstrong spring creek, I have 
netted dims as early as February 27 and as late as December 
15. The same mayfly appears on the Madison in Yellowstone 
Park in late October. The rise of the early Baetis on the spring 
creeks near Livingston is spasmodic, beginning around 11 
a.m. and lasting for two or three hours. If the wind is not 
blowing, fishing can be quite good, the trout lined up in their 
favorite places and taking the first duns of the year with rel
ish. The wind makes the fishing more difficult and more 
interesting, knocking down many of the duns and driving 
them to one bank or the other, (usually the east bank), the 
trout following the wind to where the duns are.

Since I started SPINNERS in the spring of 93, I've 
watched many trout feed without a fly rod in my hand. This 
is painful, (someone's got to do the (flirty work) but enlight
ening because the perspective and objective are different. 
Guides know what I'm  talking about. I'm  also in direct com
petition with the trout in front of me for the insects coming 
down and I certainly learned more about the way trout feed 
on Baetis duns with only a bug net in my hand. On the spring 
creeks during windy days, for example, I noticed that the 
head and shoulders of a trout are well out of the water when 
he takes a dun. On the same water later in mid summer, he 
rises hardly at all, showing very little of himself preferring 
to just sip the insect in. An explanation may well be he knows 
the wind could blow the dun away at the last moment caus
ing him to go through all that trouble for nothing, if he were 
not up and ready.

I also noticed that once the trout has selected his feed-



ing position, he does not change it very much, relying on the 
hand of providence to send him breakfast, lunch and dinner 
at his chosen eating table. He will not veer too far to the 
right or left to intercept an insect. You can see him measur
ing distances in his head, "there goes a nice, fresh dun over 
on my right. He's more than two feet away, though. If I go 
after him, I might miss one coming right over my head." At 
times, he can't make up his mind. He'll start over to the 
right or left after a dun, then stop and return to the table.

Then there is the smart trout who eliminates one 
whole side to watch by setting table right on the edge of a 
bank or island or weed bed. His looking is in just two direc
tions (not three); up and to the right or left. My biggest non- 
migratory rainbow was one of these guys on the Henry's 
Fork on June 18,1993. He was one of those 26 to 30 inchers 
washed over the Island Park dam by accident a short time 
before. Fish like him seem to know the angler cannot achieve 
a drag free float near his table, so any dragging mayfly he 
leaves alone. Simple. He left alone a rusty spinner and a 
green drake, but a dragging Mothers Day Caddis from SOFT- 
HACKLED FLY IMITATIONS was ok and he took it and 
was landed without even going into my backing.

At times, the imitation of a different order of insects 
than what the trout is eating at his table, produces satisfac
tory results. You're tempted to stay with the Baetis because 
that's what's on the water and that's what the trout are eat
ing by the hundreds. Charlie Loveless, Bozeman fly tyer and 
occasional guide, designed a small, floating caddis made with 
a brown and grizzly hackle, tying thread body and short 
coastal deer hair for wings, which he says works quite well 
during the difficult rise of Baetis. He may or may not trim 
the bottom part of the wound hackle depending on how ef
fective it is when he first throws it at rising trout. If it works



as is, ok. If it doesn't, he trims the bottom portion of the 
hackle at streamside which makes the fly sit lower in the 
film, and which, when required, makes the fly more effec
tive. But fishing spinners (what this book is about, remem
ber) before or after the rise of Baetis duns late or early in the 
fishing year should be as effective as a fly of a different or
der. Nature's law is if there are duns, there will be spinners. 
It's just that from October to March many of the dims are not 
going to make it to the spinner stage. How few? Let's turn 
to John W. Hill's book, RIVER KEEPER, 1934, for a possible 
clue. At the end of this fine work, is an appendix which is 
the recording of the kind of fly found on the Houghton Fish
ing Club Test water in England from October 12,1912 to April 
6 ,1918, a total of 81 days. Spent fly, spinners that is, was 
recorded on 29 occasions, the fewest during December and 
February and the most during March.

The issue of what happens to spinners during the 
colder m onths w as also taken up by J. C. M ottram  in 
THOUGHTS ON ANGLING, (ND), which I also quoted in 
SOFT-H A CKLED  FLY IM ITATIONS. "TH E CHANGE 
FROM DUN TO SPINNER.— In March, and especially in 
April, millions of duns hatch out, yet it is rare to see any 
spinners dancing until the middle of May or until some re
ally warm weather occurs. What happens to all these m il
lions of duns? Do they die? Do they change to spinners and 
then die? Do they survive until the hot weather comes?

"I have captured April duns and kept them in jars 
with foliage; they take a week or more to turn to spinners; 
they subsequently live about a week and then die. Confine
ment in a ja r is of course very different to natural conditions; 
perhaps in Nature they do survive until warm weather 
comes..."

Earlier I mentioned I had planted some tricaudatus



duns on Armstrong and DePuy to see what might happen to 
them during the warm and cold October days and nights 
ahead, when overnight low temperatures can go well below 
freezing. A group of 8 or 10 was collected during the hatch 
b etw een  tw o and th ree p .m . from  D ePu y and from  
Armstrong, then each placed in a small, screened box with 
some grass in it. The screened box was then placed in some 
weeds off the path. That was on Monday, October 17,1994. 
As a check, I also brought several duns home in a similar 
box and put them in my office, where most of them molted 
in 24 hours.

I examined the duns on the spring creeks every day 
until Friday, October 21 and found them alive but not molted. 
The DePuy group looked like any other Baetis duns, but I 
thought I might photograph them and let them fly away to 
freedom. The Armstrong group I left in the box with the lid 
off so they might also escape if they turned into spinners. 
These went unattended until October 25, when I checked the 
box and found that all had left the box except one which 
died as a  dun.

But, what temperatures did the tricaudatus tolerate? 
The Livingston Enterprise daily newspaper gave me the
highs and lows.

High Low
Monday 45 33
Tuesday 42 40
Wednsday 57 30
Thursday 53 47
Friday 44 40

Only one night below freezing and not by much, but 
we know it was a week of rain and sleet and generally in-



clement weather. From the "experiment" we can perhaps 
surmise the following:

1. We cannot predict molting times of late and early 
Baetis duns.

2. They can live for five days or longer in Nature if 
the temperature doesn't go below 30.

3. The relative temperature constancy of a stream 
makes it easier to predict dun emergence than spinner molt
ing. "Cold weather favors the duns, but makes it risky for 
spinners." Dan Gustafson.

4. There is much greater opportunity to fish duns 
than spinners.

5. A large percentage of duns are killed by freezing 
temperatures, but subsequent hatches of late and early Baetis 
continue generation after generation and year after year.

One of the first spinner mating dances I witnessed 
for this book was of Baetis tricaudatis, May 19,1993. This 
was on the Madison between Hebgen and Quake lakes, 
where ice still covered the western ends. It was late in the 
afternoon, a warm, sunny day. I first saw them 20 or 30 yards 
from the river in a clearing in the large pines. Light from the 
sun slanted down on the spinners as if in a cathedral. Per
haps 30 male spinners rose and fell ten feet to two feet over 
and over again, strong, rapid wing beats to go up and long, 
gliding slides with no wing beats to go down. The long tails 
were held almost perpendicular moving from side to side 
like rudders or ailerons steering each spinner in its down
ward journey. Every now and then there was a "straight" 
flyer, a female that seemed to come from nowhere. She flew 
straight into the group and grasped one of them. Together 
they left the pack in a long straight angling line and disap
peared in the vegetation.



I have not seen female Baetis laying eggs which is 
supposed to be different from all other mayflies. Where most 
species deposit fertilized eggs on the surface in one way or 
another, Baetis females crawl down anything available in the 
river, vegetation, wooden posts, stones and (even anglers) 
and lay her eggs in rows. She may die next to the eggs or 
float back to the surface in the usual spread wing, spent po
sition.

I think there should be three spinner patterns for 
Baetis species, two conventional ones made like most of the 
patterns in this book and another I would like to call Syl's 
Gold Plated Spinner.

The first:
Hook: Tiemco 100,16 or 18.
Body: Unithread rusty brown,

ribbed with fine gold wire, 
and coated with fly tying cement.

Thorax: Reddish brown.
Wing: Rusty edge or reddish ginger.
Tail: Wood duck flank barbs.

The second:
Syl’s gold plated spinner
Hook: Hemco 100,16 or 18.
Body: Danville yellow, plated with thin, 

gold wire. Come up the hook 
with the thread, then the wire in 
dose h iifn ct solid wraps.
Coat with fly tying cement.

Wing: Rusty edge or reddish ginger, divided 
—Ziaand flattened evenly with thumbs and forefingers.

/  Tail: Two or three barbs from golden pheasant



rooster topping feather.

The third:
Hook: Tiemco 100,16 or 18.
Body: Danville yellow, ribbed with thin 

gold wire.
Hackle: Rusty or ginger.
Thorax: Pinky tan
Tail; Three wood duck flank barbs.
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C aen is

I  have a solitary speciman, a female, of this genus 
which I found on Depuy's spring creek at the end of August, 
1994. Gustafson says the genus is quite common in Mon
tana, but believes it is nocturnal, having captured many of 
them in his over-night light traps, near lakes.

Like the trico, the Caenis genus has a short life, hatch
ing from egg to nymph in as little as five days, molting from 
dun to spinner in five to sbrm inutes and living only a total 
of three or four hours.

A relatively new species of the genus (1984) is the C. 
youngi, which was discovered by Tom Young on Hebgen 
Lake. A paper on the new species was authored by George 
Roemhild, a biologist at Montana State University. Other of 
the same species have been found in lakes and ponds in south 
western Montana and also on Slough Creek in Yellowstone 
Park. My specimairtfas a pale cream or yellow abdomen 
which is quite thick and stubby compared to the the overall 
length of the fly which is 3/16". The thorax is a light tan 
with a touch of pink in it. Tails are gold^.

I would suggest the following imitation:

Hook: Tiemco 100, size 20.
Body: Eggshell Danville over white painted

hook shank, built up slightly and



ribbed with fine, gold wire. 
Thorax: Light brown with some pink in 
Wing: White or dun with rusty edge, 

divided, bunched and flattened. 
Tail: Three barbs from golden 

topping feather.
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Cyallibaetis nigritus
¿ ¿ t" 0

J u s t  about every geometric shape you can think 
of...trapezoids, triangles, quadrangles, rectangles...even dots 
and dashes...are all part of the strange and unique design on 
the wings of the dun of the Callibaetis nigritus. And when 
the dun molts into the spinner seven to nine hours after emer
gence most of that design dissapears as though scrubbed and 
washed off by the process. W hat we have left is what work
ers call vitta, a streak or band of, color along the leading 
edge of the hyalite wing, which can be totally lacking on some 
males, but nearly always visible on females.

It7s fairly easy to recognize a species of Callibaetis, 
but7s it's not easy to say which one it is. The vitta can be 
heavy or thin. Spring adults can be twice as large as late 
summer ones. Bodies and legs will be sprinkled with small 
reddish or dark brown spots, b u t a n e  species I observed 
had darker spots on the top of their abdomens than on the 
bottom. The speckled parts and vitta wings account for the 
angler's name; speckled dun or spinner.

It is difficult to give the preferred habitat of the ge
nus. Some of my samples came from Hebgen lake, Septem
ber 8,1993, and from a private spring creek near Bozeman a 
few days after that. This is quite a slow moving, flat sur
faced creek with some silt and sand filled eddies. A few 
years ago, (long before I ever thought of this work), the same 
creek had a good hatch of Callibaetis and I had memorable
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fishing there with a new soft-hackled dun imitation. Dan 
Gustafson has collected C. nigritus from the Gallatin which 
can hardly be called a slow moving river, and that was in 
May, 1983. His samples are quite large measuring nearly 1 / 
2 inch in the body and the same in the wing. There are two 
tails on the adult, although the nymph sports three, the cen
ter tail getting lost somehow in the emergence or molt.

In MAYFLIES OF MICHIGAN TROUT STREAMS, 
by Justin W. Leonard and Fannie A. Leonard, 1962, we find, 
"Nymphs of this genus are primarily lake-and-pond-dwell- 
ers, but sometimes occur in still-water areas in or adjacent to 
trout streams." And the following description of the nymphal 
h ab ita t in  M A YFLIES OF N ORTH  AND C EN TRA L 
AMERICA, also places the home of the Callibaetis more in 
still water than running. "In still water such as permanent 
ponds, roadside ditches and margins of lakes or in transient 
pools. The nymphs show very wide limits of tolerance, 
occuring in great abundance in areas where the water is 
choked with vegetation, but also occurring in areas where 
vegetation is very sparse."

On July 3,1994, my wife, Hazel and I encountered a 
Callibaetis species on the tree-lined, tarred roads and park
ing lot of the Lewis Lake campground in Yellowstone Park. 
This was_at<4easLia quarter mile from the lake, but I had 
seen other spinners previously in their mating dances over 
tree-lined roads near other bodies of water. The roads must 
look like rivers or river channels to the spinners flying a few 
feet above them, or, perhaps they choose the more open ar
eas because of higher visibility, although the areas over a 
lake or a river are just as open. This happened from 1 to 2 
p.m. on a nice, sunny day. We walked down to the lake, 
which narrows into and becomes the Lewis River, where we 
could see quite a few fish feeding on Callibaetis spinners.



Even with its still-water stamp, Callibaetis is prob
ably fished more in these parts on running water than on 
still, and during September 5, 6 and 7,1994, the year of a 
major drought here in Montana, the genus seemed to be 
growing on moving water even more. One major river here 
was so low and choked with weeds and vegetation, that one 
or more species of Callibaetis was thriving on it as never be
fore. "Low flow. High silt. Loss of habitat. Rapid growth of 
vegetation. That's not a good list. If a river system doesn't 
have a good spring flood or it's a flop, Callibaetis will have a 
head start in trying to find a good home for itself. They find 
new habitats in a short time, taking only 6 weeks or so to go 
from egg to spinner." says Gustafson.

He may be right. I have fished the river for several 
years during most months of the year and never noticed the 
insect there before. In '9 4 ,1 saw mostly male spinners begin
ning at around 11 a.m. and lasting throughout most of the 
day. The spinners were everywhere on the river, near the 
banks and well out towards the middle of the river over the 
shallow riffles. Flight patterns seemed a little different from 
those near Lewis Lake. Here the spinners were lower, hov
ering then jerking forward repeatedly. The Lewis Lake spin
ners were quite high up, flew up on rapid wing beats and 
glided down on shimmering, still wings, which is more like 
the traditional pattern.

I had enough presence of mind to net a couple of the 
male spinners. The wings showed a little vitta on the lead
ing edges, the rest of them being absolutely hyaline. The 
bodies were difficult to describe, particularly in the segments 
where there seemed to be a definite top and bottom. The top 
was a slate brown and the bottom a chalkish white, both 
sides sprinkled with reddish brown spots.

That evening I tied the following pattern on a size 16



Tiemco 100 dry fly hook. Body: Gray Danville with thin 
copper wire ribbing then coated with fly tying cement. Dark 
brown thorax. Rusty edge hackle. Three barbs of golden 
pheasant topping for the tail.

The next day was a copy of the previous one; hot and 
breezy. Callibaetis spinners came and here and there I found 
a trout feeding on them. Now, I will admit that perhaps any 
generic fly tied thin might have raised some of those trout. 
But the observation, readiness and a pattern based on the 
actual insect gave me confidence and joy. "Here, see this. 
You know it's a vitta-stripped Callibaetis. Looks good, 
doesn't it? Oh, you like it. Sorry, old boy." All fly fishing 
should be like that.

Tom Travis, owner of the Master Angler in Livingston, 
has fished Callibaetis with clients in the upper end of Depuy 
and he thinks they can be found on the deeper, slower parts 
of Armstrong and Nelson. He pointed out, however, that 
now, with many of the private lakes along the Yellowstone 
in Paradise Valley open to pay fishing, Callibaetis dim and 
spinner imitations will probably become more important to 
anglers visiting this area in the near future.

I also spoke to Bob Auger, river keeper at DePuy, in 
the late summer of 1994, and he said he saw more Callibaetis 
this year "due to the tremendous weed growth."

So, I have seen and, in some cases, photographed, 
Callibaetis spinners on five or six occasions over a period of 
three years, and fished a new pattern on the Montana river I 
spoke of earlier.

The formal dressing is as follows:

Hook: T M C 100, size 16.
Abdomen: Gray.



Thorax: Reddish brown
Ribbing: Copper wire
Hackle: White or off white, with one turn of par

tridge hackle in front. You can eliminate the p^ajtridge by 
dabbifrg th® leading edg^x>f the^vingjm tfr«rtm w n^arji£ft 
(I hdjfQ y d e  of goldrwfre here |?̂ cau^e the /
reddish cornier wire^ive^me m wessipm of thenpeddum spote' 
fofmd diytneapdom ew vi the^aliMect/ated/witbnEly ty 
dknent/DarlyDrdwn^iorax.(Kustyedgehadae. Tnrefroarbs 
golden pheasant topping for th^tail. '

You can also eliminate the partridge by dabbing the 
leading edge of the wing with a brown marker. (I have de
parted from the use of gold wire here because I thought the 
reddish copper wire might give the impression of the red
dish spots on the abdomen.)

On September 3, 1995, just a short time before we 
started setting the type for the book, I fished a Callibaetis 
hatch on the Henry's Fork which should be described here.
The activity started around 10 a.m., with the appearance of 
scattered Callibaetis on the surface and some large trout feed
ing on them. My partner thought the insects were duns be
cause the wings were up and the dark, leading edges stood 
out like sticks. I caught a couple of the insects and found 
they were female spinners. But why were their wings up? 
Had they already mated? Had they already laid their eggs? 
Another day or two and I may have had the answers. Even 
so, I designed a pattern which I think would be an effective 
one whenever the same ’stick’ winged Callibaetis appears in 
your neighborhood. Same body as above, thorax and spot
ted tail. Hackle/wing: darkish dun hackle with all the barbs 
pulled straight up above the hook, and left there. An alter- r 
nate hackle/ wing could be in the Glanrhos style where you 
take the hackle around the hook three or four times and leave



standing straight up like a wing.

A n  1 . ^  mUjP'iAA^



C entroptilum  bifurcatum 
(Yellow Sulphur)

In  August and sometimes in the early part of Sep
tember this small Baetidae will be an important food source 
for the trout of all three spring creeks near Livingston, Mon
tana. I have also seen it on other spring creeks closer to 
Bozeman. Gustafson has specimens of it from the Gallatin, 
the Madison and other famous trout streams in the area. It 
is a small mayfly, in the size 20 range. The dun is a gorgeous 
creature in yellow and rosy orange, with small black eyes on 
the female which are plainly visible. The brilliant color of 
the species makes it look bigger than it really is. As a spin
ner, the fly is still stunning with hyaline wings and a body 
or abdomen which is also hyaline for the segments from 2 to 
6 or 7. The last three segments will be reddish or brownish, 
especially on the male, which some workers say is the sperm 
showing through the abdomen wall. Gustafson agrees and 
he also thinks the color of female spinner abdomens is basi
cally the color of the eggs inside her abdomen.

The clear or hyaline abdomen is a spinner trademark 
not only of the Centroptilum, but of the Baetis genus as well, 
which makes identifying without a microscope difficult. One 
major difference is found on the trailing edges of the fore
wing: In the Baetis there are two short, unattached veins 
called intercalaries between the major cross veins and in the 
Centroptilum there is only one. Some species of Stenonema, 
says Gustafson, also havejhyaline abdomens.



Species of Centroptilum have not earned much space 
in the 'hatch' books, although there are more than 20 species 
described in M AYFLIES OF NORTH AND CENTRAL 
AMERICA. Only four of these are found in the northwest. 
Gustafson calls them "summer warm water critters which 
you'll find in the lower Gallatin." He also points out that 
some female duns of the Baetis species are bright yellowy 
orange.

Where the fisherman's name, yellow sulphur, for this 
fly comes from I cannot trace. The name is redundant and is 
not to be found in THE FISHERMAN'S HANDBOOK OF 
TROUT FLIES, although it lists two blue-winged sulphur 
flies. Marinaro wrote a chapter in A MODERN DRY-FLY 
CODE entitled "Blue-and Pale-Winged Sulphurs", in which 
he guessed they were of the Ephemerella genus. He admit
ted he could not name the insects to species because of a 
difficulty in collecting males. He complained, "Without a 
male spinner in good condition, a taxonomist cannot make 
a determination. The male spinners are rarely on the water 
and the few male duns that were collected failed to molt 
satisfactorily in the cages." Nothing much has changed in 
that department among mayfly workers. Marinaro suggested 
tying the fly in two sizgs, 16 and 20, so he was in the ball 
park on the size of one^of the flies.

C. bifurcatum emerges on the spring creeks in the 
early afternoon on some days and throughout the afternoon 
and into the evening on other days. It has a relatively short 
molting time of ten to twelve hours, so it's quite possible 
that the fly can present itself to trout as a dun and as a spin
ner in the same fishing day.

The short molting time also suggests that spinners 
will be mixed with duns. On Depuy, the spinner is suggested 
in the early a.m. and evening.



I collected species of this fly by sweeping the weeds 
with a net along the banks of Armstrong and DePuy spring 
creeks during August, 1994. I also saw duns on the water. 
At times, the emergence coincides with that of the PMD, and 
even though it is two sizes bigger, it could be mistaken for 
the sulphur because of its yellowy green color. Below the 
blue gate on DePuy, I watched one PMD scud across the sur
face to my bank where he got out of the water by climbing 
up some vegetation saving himself the trouble of flying away 
to it, which is the normal method.

Whenever possible throughout this book, I have at
tempted to fish the new, suggested spinner or dun/ spinner 
for obvious reasons. I had permission to study and collect 
on all three spring creeks for which I was very grateful. When 
I saw the Centroptilums on Armstrong and after I designed 
the first version, I asked Allyn O'Hair, the owner, if I could 
try it out during the next few evenings, particularly since 
m ost anglers left the creek long before dark.

He gave me permission and on July 2 9 1 started fish
ing at 7:30 with the first of the new Centroptilum imitations. 
No other angler was on the river. It was a quiet, lovely time 
of the day with little wind and overcast sky. I started just 
above the changing lean to and picnic table in the rather wide 
and deep flat which always seems to have several trout show
ing. I would hate to guess how many artificial flies have 
been coaxed down through this water, the blueprint of them 
and the real thing firmly implanted in the heads of every 
trout in it. They look so easy, perhaps even friendly because 
they let you get so close. One thinks a short reach cast, 7x 
leader, No drag on the fly. Bingo! That's what you think! 
Instead it's refusal after refusal, the trout with head up just 
under that obvious fake, often following it/arpot or more 
to check the fish erm an 's  knot...im provfecr clin ch  or



Turle....before returning to his spot and devouring the next 
natural with gusto.

Well, I never had any of that! There was something 
in the fly...in the body...in the hackle...in the tail. To seven 
trout that evening, that artificial was the real thing. And I 
started to glow thinking I had stumbled on to this irresistable 
yellow sulfur. Before I catch another trout, I thought, I'd 
better retire it to immortality, when number eight broke me 
and took the fly. In the fading light, I replaced it with an
other and caught another two, a total of ten hooked and nine 
landed in one hour and forty five minutes.

During the two years, up to that time, I worked on 
this bookr^ dreamed of a fly like this, a dressing I could 
hand myJ^readers which, itself, could easily be worth the 
price of the book. Then, my conscience started acting up 
and the longer I thought about it, the more I began to think 
it might be unfair to the trout. So, I am not giving that dress
ing.

I am giving, instead, the following dressing for the 
yellow sulpher:

Hook: TMC lOO^size 20, painted white for 
maximum brightness and see

Hackle: White or dun with rusty edge or 
brightest ginger you can find.

Tail: Golden pheasant.

Those of you astute in trout fly history will recognize 
the famous Tups Indispensible in this pattern. So be it, it's 
time someone brought it back in honor of G.E.M. Skues.



B ru n e lla  coloradensis, (Western green drake) 
Siphlonurus occidentalis, (Gray drake)

Perhaps no other writing in this book sums up the 
reason for it better than this chapter on the spinners of the 
so-called western green drake and gray drake. The two spe
cies are included in the same chapter because they were found 
simultaneously on the same part of the Yellowstone river in 
the national park. They are approximately the same size and 
have nearly the same coloring. Both wing pairs are hyaline. 
And it's quite possible one or the other artificials could be 
fished successfully for both species, even though the gray 
drake is a light, reddish brown and the western green drake 
is yellowy green.

The time of this report is from around August 1,1994, 
when a guide told me his clients fished the gray drake on 
the river, to August 16, when a friend and I fished new spin
ners imitating both species; and to a day in July, 1995, when 
I fished the gray drake spinner on the Henry's Fork. Hazel, 
my wife and I did the leg work on August 12, 13 and 14, 
1994, observing and photographing both species and fish
ing some new experimental patterns with only moderate 
success. Dan Gustafson identified the spinners, all females, 
on August 15,1994, and it was then that I designed the spin
ner imitations you'll find in this chapter.

W hat I hope to show here is that there aren't enough 
spinner patterns in American fly fishing and that a great deal 
of high quality sport is lost because of it. I believe we have

!



too many generic flies and not enough specific species flies. 
This comes from the desire to find one fly which will work 
anywhere and anytime. We all know that's impossible.

The gray drake and western green drake are popular 
with anglers in many parts of the United States and are not 
confined just to Yellowstone National Park. Yet, it is difficult 
to find gray drake and western green drake spinner patterns 
and many other specific species spinner patterns in the cata
logs of some of the most prestigious fly shops in the coun
try. One of the largest western company shows five spin
ners. No drakes. A popular Pennsylvania shop shows four. 
No drakes. A Seattle-based shop lists five. No drakes. That's 
the way it goes from one catalog to another. I hate to say 
this, but most catalogs show more grasshopper patterns than 
they do spinners. There's not one shop in Bozeman that has 
these spinners available and they are difficult, if not impos
sible to find even in West Yellowstone. It could be true that 
certain anglers are using specific gray'Tlrake and western 
green drake spinners, but they're tyingThe patterns them
selves from their own study and observation.

Currently, and from my observation, the rusty spin
ner is the most popular in American fly fishing. It is merely 
a continuation of the earlier English favorite, the red spinner 
or red quill, which was included in the chapter on the his
tory of spinners. Then and now, the rusty spinner is a good 
pattern because the body color is representative of the red
dish brown assumed by many mayflies in the spinner stage. 
The rusty spinner could work as a gray drake and western 
green drake spinner, but you'd have to tie it yourself on a 
big enough hook, because it is rarely available in anything 
larger than a 16.

But le f  s look at the spinners themselves. We'll start 
with the gray drake, S. occidentalis, which may, in the dun



stage, appear gray to anglers, but has very little gray in the 
spinner stage. It's a brown, medium-sized mayfly, strikingly 
marked with obvious ringlike segments. Body length is from 
7/16" to 9/16”. Wings are hyaline, slightly longer than the 
body. There are two, light spotted tails, 1 and 1/2 the length 
of the body. The bottom side of the abdomen is pale laven
der with a purple horse shoe design on every segment. The 
top side of the abdomen is a shade of translucent brown 
through which the horseshoes can barely be seen.

The Drunella coloradensis, formerly Ephemerella, or 
western green drake is a trifle shorter, from 7/16" to 1/2", 
but with a stockier appearance than the gray drake. Wings 
are hyaline. Body is lighter colored, leaning more towards 
yellow or yellowish brown. Abdomen segments are dramati
cally ringed in a chalkish white which accentuates the striped 
pattern. Stripes. Stripes. Stripes. That's what you think of 
when you see these spinners and that's why they are an im
portant body, design element in the spinner patterns in this 
book.

The gray drake dressing:

Hook: Tiemco 109BL, size 13.
Body: Flymaster light brown thread, (coffee), 
ribbed w ith^nedium  gold wire, coated with 
fly tying cement.
Thorax: Medium brown, at least one third 
larger in diameter than abdomen.
Wing: Three or four strands of organza 
with light dun or rusty edged or ginger 
hackle behind.
Tail: 3 or 4 barbs of golden pheasant topping feather.



The western green drake dressing:

Hook: Tiemco 109BL, size 13.
Body: Flymaster light olive, ribbed 
with medium gold wire, coated with 
fly tying cement.-
Thorax: Dark olive, at least one third 
larger in diameter than abdomen.
Wing: Two or three strands organza 
with white or dun with~rasty edge 
hackle behind the organza. A light dun 
or ginger hackle can also be used.
Tail: 3 or 4 barbs of golden pheasant 
topping feather.

flatten the hackle as a spinner wing, turn the vice 
towards you and separate and stroke the barbs on both sides 
of the hook with wetted or waxed thumbs and forefingers.

It's not often that the studies of spinners in this book 
turn out as well rounded and complete as in this chapter on 
the two drakes. I found the spinners. They were identified. 
I designed the imitations, and fished them with great suc
cess. The following is the report on some of the fishing.

I asked a friend, Jesse Lair, if he would like to try 
them out with me at the same place my wife and I found 
them on the Yellowstone. There was no way of knowing, 
two days later, August 16,1994, if the spinners would still be 
on the water, but at around six p.m., the first gray and west
ern green drake spinners appeared and the cutts took active 
notice of them.

The Yellowstone this year, 1994, was at the lowest of 
many years and we were able to fish the best part of a long,



rapid bend which would not be fly fishable at normal water 
levels. Jesse, armed with the gray drake spinner, had first 
crack at a fish which required a very long cast. His first at
tempt was short. He moved closer and lengthened the cast 
and was still short. One more step closer and a little more 
line and Jesse had the first trout ever caught on this spinner 
pattern.

I had stopped fishing to watch his performance, but 
now I,^ too, fishing the new, western green drake spinner, 
had a choice^of two or three rising Yellowstone river cut
throat and I picked the closest, which was almost straight 
across from me, requiring little line manipulation for a drag 
free float over him. There was no hesitation. No doubt. He 
took it and with so little stuff on the hook, it went in.

The nice thing about fishing a b ig river like the 
Yellowstone is that you can try two, three or even four fish 
without moving too much. They can be in front of you, on 
both sides of you and even behind you. And I caught an
other two fish on the new spinner before moving down 
stream to wider, but slower water.

On the way, I was looking downstream into the sun 
and saw a cutt rise right in the reflection of it. I pulled some 
line off the reel, cast short and started paying out line, hop
ing I was keeping up sufficiently to prevent drag. I was. 
The trout practically impinged himself and he was number 
four.

I took four more. I never changed the fly and I never 
dressed it. A couple false casts between business casts were 
enough to dry the fly sufficiently to keep it quite visible even 
at 30 and 40 feet away. When the fly was in the fish's lane he 
took it for the real thing. It was one of the most satisfying 
fishing experiences I ever had, and I found out later it was 
the same for Jesse.



"W hy didn't you continue to fish after you caught 
the first cutt on the new fly?"

"I  didn't want to spoil anything. It was perfect the 
way it was."

I had another opportunity to test the gray drake spin
ner the following year, in July, 1995, on a portion of the 
Henry's Fork. Mike Langford, who guides for Mike Lawson 
in Last Chance, ID, called to tell me the river was thick with 
S. occidentalis spinners. Mike had worked nearly 28 straight 
days and was anxious to hook some trout himself. I took 
the oars of the guide boat myself and let Mike be the first to 
try the gray drake spinner. ^CThe standard guide boat dry 
fly pattern on this water at this time is a thickly tied, size 12 
Adams. Don't ask me why the fly works. The colojjs-wrbngT 
The thinking could have been as sim ple£sr/iKe^_gray drake, 
the gray-colored Adams." The d£8i^iiis~wrong7like a worm 
or egg sack is wrong. Th€reTsa lot of so-called dry fly fish
ing in this country with generics just like this. "I use noth
ing but the dry fly," the angler says puffingCup his chest. 
But he has no more idea why the fly is taken than the man in 
the moon. Go back to Halford, "To define dry-fly fishing, I 
should describe it as presenting to the rising fish~the best 
possible imitation of the insect on which he is feeding in its 
natural position." By no stretch of the wildest imagination 
could anyone claim that the Adams is the "best possible 
imitation" of the gray drake spinner. You could argue the 
Adams is the best imitation for the gray drake because more 
people use it and it works. But, quite possibly, until this day, 
and on that water, nobody ever tried an artifical spinner tied 
to look more closely like the imago of the S. occidentalis.

Some fish were working near enough to the bank to 
be fished from so I rowed over to it. Mike spotted a fish and 
went up the bank after it. It was a big fish, and like many of



that size, moved around quite a bit, taking the spent flies at 
four or five different locations. At times, he went further out 
in the stream than Mike could reach, but would always re
turn to a spot close enough. I don't think the average angler 
could have got the fly to this fish, without drag, but Mike 
did and the fish took the S. occidentalis imitation with no 
show of doubt or hesitancy. I also think Mike was skeptical, 
but now into this big fish, he was smiling broadly, enjoying 
the long runs and hearing the screeching of the reel. It was 
not an easy fight but very few fish win with Mike and after 
several minutes worked it down to the guide boat where I 
netted it with the long-handled boat net. Mike measured it, 
a rainbow, using the oblong side of the hoop of the net which 
measures 23 inches. And the trout took up every inch.

We counted 6 other fish hooked with the new spin
ner, including one which, I hooked, but did not land. And I 
had a rare spinner experience on the river which made the 
trip with Mike even more worth while.

Further downstream in faster water, I began to see 
the mating dances of the S. occidentalis male spinners. They 
hovered in the warm air from four to ten feet, without much 
up and down movement of other species. The two tails were 
wide spread, almost perpendicular to the long, slender bod
ies. The insects were quite close to the bank, which shortens 
the distance the copulating couples must travel in order to 
get 'unhooked' after copulation. This is necessary because 
the female must get back to the water to lay her fertilized 
eggs and the male may want to join the dancing males to try 
the whole thing over again.

Anchored here in Mike's new Hyde guide boat, I saw 
two pairs of copulating couples land, one in an inch of rain
water in the center of the boat, and the other on the light 
gray fore-deck. The first couple separated quickly, the male



drowning in the rainwater, the female flying off. The second 
couple landed on their sides, still connected, on the smooth 
fiber glass where I could see them as plain as day. In may fly 
literature, I had seen drawings of copulating couples and 
the view of the two insects was just like the drawings. The 
male's, long front legs were bent up and backward over the 
female's thorax, and his abdomen was severly bent upwards 
joining the underside of the female's 8th or 9th abdomen 
segment. His two tails were divided around her abdomen, 
which, now, makes me wonder what the three- tailed spe
cies does with the odd tail.

I watched the couple separate, which did not appear 
easy, and now I could plainly see little differences in each 
sex. The male appeared harder, was a little smaller, and more 
streamlined and now I could see his claspers. The female 
appeared softer and was larger in width and length, with 
more red in her body than the male.

In a short time, they flew away and I think the pair 
left more of an impression on me than Mike's 23 inch rain
bow.



D ru n e lla  flavilinea
(Formerly Ephemellera flavilinea) £ > &

I t  is usually true that when a mayfly receives an an
glers' nickname, it has done so because of its popularity. And 
'flav', short for D. flavilinea, is a word that pops up frequently 
among anglers in California, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Wash
ington, Wyoming and Yellowstone National Park. In vari
ous workers’ biologies, the flav is also found in British_Co^-----^<^' 
lumbia, and is allied to D. coloradensis ( p f t g g J ^ altKough 
the coloradensis, or western green drake, is at least one hook 
size bigger than the flav, and the flav will have very pale 
wing venation, where it is much more noticeable in the big
ger fly.

Both species share the same rivers which are medium 
to large size and which have rapid flow, over rocks, gravel 
and debris, although the flav seems to prefer the lower parts 
where water temperatures are higher.

For this chapter, I had to borrow a flav, a male, in 
alcohoTjErom Dan Gustafsorfwhich was captured from the 
Gallatin on the 29th of June, 1988. I made several attempts 
to get my own insects, duns or spinners, during the summer 
of 1994, but failed. Once on the Firehole, I had 15 or so flav 
duns in a screened shoe box sitting in a shaded section of my 
partner's car. He did not know I had placed them there and 
moved the car, and went back out into the river to continue 
fishing. The new position brought the sun's rays directly 
onto the box and the duns perished.



On July 18,1994,1 heard there were flavs on the Madi
son river near the "Three dollar bridge," and that they were 
coming off as duns in the late afternoon. A t around 6:45 
p.m. I saw the first of them coming down among the boul
ders close to the bank where most of the fishing on this part 
of the Madison takes place. Fish became quite active and I 
saw a couple take a few duns. I netted 8 or 10 and brought 
them home for molting, but nothing ever happened. I did 
measure the duns, however. The bright olive green body 
was 5/16” long and the dark, smoky dun wings were a little 
longer. On the water, the duns looked top heavy with wings 
too large for their bodies. I think a dun / spinner, as described 
in other chapters of this book, might be in order:

Hook: Hemco 100, size 14.
Body: Danville light olive,

ribbed with gold wire.
Thorax: Dark green or olive, not too thick.
Hackle: Dark dun, tied thickly.
Tail: Four or five strands of dear lureflash 

about the same length as the body.

The flav spinner is quite a delicate critter with wings 
which have no substance to them at all. The wings of most 
spinners, even though they are hyaline, do give off some color 
because of the venation. On the flav, it is very pale. There 
are not many cross veins and the few longitudinal ones are 
set wide apart. Because of this, I'm  suggesting a pattern 
which has no hackle for wings, only a few strands of organza 
which should give the impression of a dear wing and which 
might help hold the fly near the surface for a short time. Here 
is the tie:



Hook: Hemco 100, size 16.
Body: Coffee with thin gold rib.
Thorax: Dark brown with a little red in it.
Hackle: 5 or 6 single strands of organza, 

tied in front of the thorax then 
trimmed slightly longer than the body.

Tail: 3 barbs golden pheasant topping twice 
the length of the body.

This pattern approaches the transparent jenny spin
ner of J. C. Mottram, who said, "...one of the best ways of 
indicating transparency is to omit the transparent parts alto
gether"; and the no-w ing spinner of Sw isher/Richards, 
which is tied without any wings at all. It would be worth 
experimenting with a spinner like this in other patterns, par
ticularly in the smaller sizes and with the lightest hook one 
could find.
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grandis, Formerly Ephemerella
(Green Drake)

As families and genera of mayflies grow over the 
years, in professional, taxonomic literature, they become un
wieldy and unmanageable. From time to time, a family or 
genus will be revised by workers who take species from one 
genus and move them into another. The genus Ephemerella 
for example, of which the green drake in this chapter was a 
species for many years, had more than 100 species in it at the 
time of the revision in 1962. So, fifteen of these species, in
cluding the grandis or green drake, were placed in the un
crowded subgenus Drunella.

Green Drake, as we all know, is a popular angler's 
name for more than one species of large, green mayfly. In 
England, the name is used forflje  Ephemera danica. In the 
eastern US, it is used^foCtheEphem eraf^guttulata. And 
here, of course, it is used for the Drunella grandis, formerly 
Ephemerella grandis.

In either species it is a big, exciting fly for the trout 
and for the trout fisherman. The reason, of course, is that 
it brings big fish to the feed. And where you've not fished 
anything bigger than a 14 or maybe a 12 so far into the year, 
you can throw out a green drake on a 10 or 8 and see it taken 
even if you have less than perfect vision. To me, the fish 
seems to show more of himself, taking green drakes than he 
does taking size 16 PMDs.



At least, so it seemed on the Henry's Fork, on open
ing day this year, June 15,1994. Standing on the east bank, 
I could see trout feeding on green drake duns clear across 
the river, a hundred yards wide. The job was to get to within 
casting distance before someone else beat you to it. The only 
fish I was able to reach, I took on the first cast with one of 
my new, green drake dun/spinners. The same fly also pro
duced fish for Laurent and Katherine Dobler, who were vis
iting me from France and who^wanted to take part in the 
new fly experiment on the Henry's Fork. r

The dun/spinner patterns in this boolAas the name 
implies are suggested to be used as duns and as spinners, with 
far more opportunity to fish the green drake as a dun than a 
spinner. In factY^few people have ever seen D. grandis spin
ners on or near the Henry's Fork in natural surroundings. 
How and when and where the duns molt remain a mystery 
even to the professional workers. No one has ever recorded 
a male mating dance, or documented a female laying eggs. I 
asked experienced Henry's Fork river guides, Steve Mates, 
Mike Langford and others if they ever witnessed green drake^ 
spinners and they all said they saw only few specimsfuTin 
the many years they worked on the river. I, myself, photo
graphed a female green drake spinner with a ball of blue 
green eggs on the antenna of my car 8 or 10 years ago. The 
car was parked next to the Henry's Fork above the Ranch at 
Last Chance.

So, how does the green drake propogate itself? 
Gustafson suggests the following. They mate at night. They 
mate at high altitudes. They mate at great distances from 
the river. Gustafson also points out that green drakes have 
short, synchronous emergence periods, which they have de
veloped through evolution as a means of overwhelming their 
predators. A big insect like the green drake not only attracts



fish and fishermen, but every manner of bird capable of hov
ering over the river. On Henry's Fork this year, I saw grack- 
les feed on the duns all day long. They worked from a se
ries of three rocks set in a loose triangle. Their vision was 
astounding, flying 75 feet or more between the rocks to pick 
up this or that dim. I believed they could easily have eaten 
their weight in duns before the day was over.

Synchronous em ergence can be seen as a sharp 
pointed rise in a curve in which a number of duns get nailed 
at the beginning and end of the rise. At the height of the rise 
there is such an onslaught of duns that iFs impossible for the 
predators to get all of them. "Big animals like green drakes 
are highly prized by predators and the short emergence pe
riod helps improve the odds of survival for the insect," says 
Gustafson, "the secret of where and when the spinners mate 
and when they lay the fertilized eggs on the Henry's Fork 
may also be part of their protection program."

It's interesting that there are other, similar mysteries 
in the world of mayfly entomology. In an article in the May 
1993 FLY FISHERMAN, Dick Pobst writes about a ’gray 
drake’ hatch of which only the spinner can be found, "...we 
have seen millions of these spinners, but now comes the real 
enigma: We have seen practically no duns, emergers or 
nymphs. Oh, we can find a few, but precious few," says Pobst. 
Rumors in Michigan have it that Pobst is offering a hand
some reward to anyone who can solve the puzzle or come 
up with twenty or thirty nymphs and dims.

The green drake hatch on the Henry's Fork lasted 
about three days this year (1994). (Smaller mayflies like Baetis 
tricaudatus may hatch over a period of months.) I was able 
to capture many duns, only four of which, two males and 
two femalesjjnolted successfully. This took about 48 hours.

Thti^spirmers are strickingly beautiful, with clear



wings and thick abdomens and heavy, dark thoraxes. The 
most distinguishing feature is the pronounced striping be
tween th ^ seg m en ts of the abdomen, bringing a zebra to 
mind. In BIOLOGY OF MAYFLIES, 1935, the same feature 
is described, "A bdom inafjfegm ents dark purplish brown 
with wide pale margins, so as to appear conspicuously 
ringed." In the 1962 revision of the genujjTjby Allen and 
Edmunds, "Terga largely purplish brown with pale pleural 
and posterior margins, giving a distinct ringed appearance 
to the abdomen."

There is little green in the whole insect, although the 
base of the wrings has a yellowy green cast to it, which is 
very prominent on the dun. The spinner appears green per
haps because of the pale yellow stripes between the dark, 
purply browm segments. Body length is 3/4". Three tails 
almost twice as long. Wings: hyaline, with a span of 1 and 
1/ 2" .

Until recently there have not been many hooks which 
were properly designed for big spinners like the green drake. 
The length in the the shank was lacking. In standard con
figurations, the hooks were too heavy. Most long shank hooks 
were designed for streamers and were also too heavy to re
main in the film surface. Now, Tiemco has come out with a 
hook which seems just right for big duns and spinners. It is 
the barbless, black 109 BL. which offers a wide gape, extra 
fine wire and a  variable long shank, (large sizes, 7 and 9 are 
3x long; sizes 11 through 19 are lx  long.) The size 11 with a 
shank length of 11/16" seems ideal for the green drake spin
ner and dun/spinner in this book.

In designing these flies, I have concentrated on the 
most visual distinction of the imago which is the abdominal 
stripping. The green drake also has a heavy, thick body which 
requires other than just tying thread to build up the imita-



tìon. So, the body is built up slightly by the tying thread, 6x 
or 3x, followed by a single layer of Orvis dark green flexi- 
floss, or Lagartun floss, which is then ribbed with doubled, 
gold wire or thin, flat gold, and coated with fly tying ce
ment. A heavy, dark brown thorax is added.

To tie the dun/ spinner, add a darkish blue dun hackle 
and to tie the spinner add a white or off white cock or hen 
hackle. To finish the spinner, and with the fly still in the 
vice, turn the hook towards you and grab equal portions of 
the hackles in your thumbs and forefingers and separate them 
into a flat plane.

This is not the first mention in fly fishing literature of 
a pattern which might be used as a dun and as a spinner. 
There is the Jorgen-Betts Extended body, green drake spin
ner/ dun, which, because of its name, must be meant to fish 
either way.

Extended body flies have been w ith us for many 
years. There were several patterns in Halford's FLOATING 
FLIES AND HOW TO DRESS THEM, 1886, including some 
very large flies for the green, brown and gray drakes. The 
major advantage of the extended body is the use of a smaller, 
lighter hook on which to dress the fly. The major disadvan
tage is constructing the body from some material which is 
soft enough to feel like a mayfly's body in the mouth of a 
trout, yet, which can be constructed and worked on during 
its manufacture.

John Foust, who has a fly shop and guide service in 
Hamilton, MT., ties beautiful and effective extended body 
green drakes and brown drakes, using dyed deer or elk hair 
for the extended body. His flies are tied parachute style with 
a white poly flag in the center of the chute which is held up 
during the hackling by a tool he designed for the job. His 
size 12 Green Drake has a body which is 3/4" long, while the



actual shank length of the hook is only 3/ 8" long. He claims 
and is probably right this kind of fly is more bouyant with 
less weight.

I was fortunate enough to float about nine miles of 
the Bitteroof^with Foust on June 28, 1994. Green Drakes 
were still supposed to be on the river and we did see a hand
ful at the beginning of the trip. I fished his extended body 
green drake^for more than half the trip, then switched to 
one of my^new, Cgreen^3rake~¥pinner patterns which took 
the biggest fish. We had a pleasant day's fishing proving 
that green drakes were still fresh in the minds of the rain
bows of the beautiful Bitteroot river.



E p e o ru s  albertae

Only four species of this genus of the Heptageniidae 
family are known to exist in Montana, and I found only a 
single female adult of one of them on a private spring creek 
near my home in August, 1993. Gustafson, for his doctor's 
th esis, EC O LO G Y  O F A Q U A TIC  IN SEC TS IN TH E 
GALLATIN RIVER DRAINAGE, 1990, collected all four; 
albertae, deceptivus, grandis and longimanus, from various 
parts of that river. The thesis shows the preference of the 
species for the different habitats offered by the river. 
Gustafson called them 'longitudinal zones', ranging them 
from the larger, warmer, main-stem of the river, downstream 
of Bozeman to the smallest, coldest high mountain creeks in 
Yellowstone Park. In the thesis are also 'abundance codes' 
which give relative numbers of each species found in the 
various 'zones', and ranging from 'absent' to 'abundant'. For 
example, E. albertae was reported to be abundant only in 
the lower sections of the river; E. deceptivus was found in 
moderate numbers in only the higher portions of the river; 
E. grandis, the biggest species of the genus, was found in all 
but the bottom two zones; and E. longimanus was found in 
relatively strong numbers in all but lowest and highest zones.

Gustafson found ^ fam ilies , 23 genera and 58 spe
cies of the mayfly in the Gallatin river. The thesis also in
cludes the study of the plecoptera, trichoptera, díptera and 
coleóptera, the collection of w hich he com pares to the
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ephemeroptera. "Contrary to the situation with both the 
Plecoptera and the Trichoptera, Ephemeroptera species are 
better inventoried by collecting the nymphs than by collect
ing the adults. The adults can usually be reared when neces
sary for identification. Only 61% of the species known from 
the drainage were taken as swarming adults and several of 
these were only very rarely encountered. The mayflies of 
lower elevation streams are more frequently encountered as 
swarming adults than are those of cold, mountain streams."

Com paring my two years of collecting on many 
streams to his several years of collecting on just the one, I 
estimate my percentage of species taken as swarming adults 
to be far less than 50%. I did not have nymph rearing facili
ties, so I captured duns instead and watched them molt into 
spinners. I f  s interesting that duns have virtually no interest 
to workers like Gustafson (except when he is fishing); they 
identify only through the nymph and the male adult.

Since my female spinner came from a spring creek 
downstream of Bozeman, it could be placed in either the 
albertae or longimanus species groups. The body is 5/16" 
long with an almost clear abdomen and tannish thorax. 
Wings are hyaline. There are two spotted tails, twice the 
length of the body.

The im itatioricould be tied as follows:

Hook: Tiemco 100, size 16.
Body: Eggshell Danville over white

painted hook shank, ribbed with fine 
gold wire and coated with fly tying cement. 
Light tan dubbed thorax.

Wing: Honey dun or light ginger hackle.
Tail: Three barbs golden rooster topping



feather, twice the length of the body.

Some writers have associated species of Epeorus to 
the ancient pink lady trout fly, which used to be tied with a 
pink floss body. Danville makes a fluorescent pink thread, 
but I have not had good results with fluorescent thread bod
ies. Other pink thread could be substituted for the eggshell, 
or a light pink dubbing could be used instead of the light 
tan.
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E p h em era  simulans 
(Brown Drake)

¿ - i * .

Even though the brown drake is as big as the green 
drake, it does not seem to suffer from the short emergence 
character of the green drake. I found the brown drake on 
the Henry's Fork as early as June 6 ,1994 and as late as June 
17,j(1994iand heard about its appearance on that river even 

True, one doesn't see the brown drake on the wa- 
% m  rly the same numbers as the green, but it's fishable
kjifger which might make it more important to the angler.

There is also no mystery connected to the brown 
drake life cycle. Nymphs, duns and male and female spin
ners are observable and catchable and male mating dances 
are quite common. My wife and I saw a huge male spinner 
display on the Henry's Fork on June 6 which is worth talk
ing about. We heard about it through Brian Ramsey who 
worked for Mike Lawson in Last Chance, Idaho. We agreed 
to meet in the parking lot at 6 p.m.

This was at least 200 yards from the river, but when 
we got there, the males were dancing right over the tops of 
the cars. As high as 20 feet and as low as 10 feet. Beating, 
blurring wings to go up and the free ride down on station
ary wings. Up and down innumerable times. I have never 
come across an adequate etymological explanation of the 
word ’spinner’, but now I'm  sure it must have evolved from 
many persons seeing the males dancing and appearing to be 
spinning in mid air. They truly are not spinning, but flying
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in place or hovering. However, the worc ,̂ spinner' is better 
than the word, 'hover', or we'd have artificials like the 'rusty 
hover' and instead of a 'spinner fall', a 'hover fall'. In either 
case, all that can be seen are the bodies, which on the brown 
drake are long and slender, equally as long as the green drake, 
but not so thick and not so conspicuously striped.

Brian and I had agreed he would fish an experimen
tal brown drake spinner (I didn't have an Idaho license yet) 
and I handed him the solitary speciman. It was tied on a 
size 12 up eyepnayfly hook made in England and sold by 
Veniard. The nook shank length is 1/ 2" and the wire could 
be called 'dry fly'. The fly was made with a clear lureflash 
tail, thin, gold wire ribbing and a slim body of brown Pearsall 
thread, coated with fly tying^em ent. The thorax was dark 
brown with a tinge of red in it For the hackle, I used a 
Hoffman light gray, rooster hackle,i jdivided after being 
wound on and pulled and formed into two«halves on each 
side of the hook. <1

We had to leave Brian to his 'work' but he called the 
next day and told me w hat happened. "The fly worked re
ally well. People beside me wondered what I was using. I 
hooked 8 goo <£]fish, with one in the 18 to inch class. 
Other anglers were getting weird refusals and were not hav
ing as much luck."

Brian also thought the experimental fly was being 
taken for a dun, although both duns and spinners were on 
the water simultaneously. I saw them and netted them be
fore I left. There were many male spinners on the water, too, 
not always with wings spent, but often with one wing flat 
on the water, and the other upright. That's a good time for 
a spinner tied in the Glanrhos style which I wrote about in 
my last book and which I have also included instructions for 
in this book. There are other mayfly species which have si-



multaneous or nearly simultaneous dun hatches and spin
ner falls. I've recorded such a situation in the chapter on 
Drunella flavilinea. I'm  sure there are more than we know 
about and I'm  sure that in many dun hatches there might be 
a few spinners of the same or other species mixed in. There 
has to be some overlapping and the longer the hatch of duns 
lasts, the greater the chance there will be some spinners in 
it.

But, weather and low temperatures do slow down 
the molting process or can prohibit the dun from ever turn
ing into a spinner. On February 28 ,1994,1 captured two sets 
of baetis duns from Armstrong spring creek. One set was 
brought home to my office and the other was left in a live 
box placed in some weeds near the creek bank. In my office 
the baetis turned in to spinners in about 26 hours, while the 
ones left near the creek never molted. The first night's out
door temperature went down to 30 and apparently it was 
low enough to prevent the duns from molting.

On the day after, I did the same thing and waited 30 
hours for the ’outdoor’ duns to molt, gave up and brought 
them home where they, too, molted in the relatively balmy 
70 degree office.

The dressing for the brown drake spinner is pretty 
much the same as the green drake. Hook: Tiemco 109 BL, 
size 11/ /Tail: -¿ H U t e s wood duck flank feather. Body: 
built up nrst^nto a taper by dark brown tying silk, then cov
ered with a single layer of Orvis brow n flexi-floss, or 
Lagartun French floss, ribbed by thin gold wire, coated with 
fly tying cement. Thorax: Dark brown with a touch of red 
in it. (The body and thorax should be kept thin and stream
lined.) Hackle: White or off white, or light ginger, separated 
into two halves on each side of the hook then dabbed with a 
brown marker pen on the left and<nght wings to simulate



the "numerous dark blotches and m any'm argined  cross 
veins," found on the simulans.

Armed with several of these new brown drake flies, 
Laurent and Katherine Dobler from France and I fished the 
middle section of the Henry's Fork on June 17, 1994. We 
were not there alone, because the word had got out that it 
was fishing better than the top part. We got to the water by 
around 10:30 and waited for something to happen. Some 
anglers were already in the center of the river, where they 
had waded to from the other side.

We were expecting to see green drakes and we 
thought we saw the first ones around 11. I waded out with 
my aquarium net and got the first one. It was a brown drake 
and for the rest of the day, all the big flies on that water were 
the same and the big trout were on them.

We waded out to the center of the river and joined at 
least 6 other anglers in a sort of large, scattered, semi-circle 
already in position. I must say that for four or five hours of 
fishing together, no one ever trespassed against another and 
very often we could hear someone ask, "Are you fishing 
that guy on your left?" before throwing his imitation to it.

Everyone, it appeared , had fish on. B ig  fish . 
Catherine had one on the new spinner. Laurent was a little 
slow getting started but caught onto the effectiveness of the 
American style, downstream, reach cast and hooked and 
landed four or five. I had around the same number, but I can 
remember only one, who broke me on the take, and who, 
after two or three minutes jumped a prodigious height right 
in the middle of the semi-circle for everyone to see and laugh 
at, waited another three or four minutes and jumped again, 
repeating the jumps and the intervals 8 times before quitting 
and sulking off to some remote, more quiet corner of the 
Henry's Fork.
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nerella mermis 
(Pale Morning Dun)

I  probably captured more PM U  s than any other may
fly during my first year of collecting in 1993. They are every 
where in the west and northwest, including the state of Wash
ington and even Alaska, and they have been collected by 
workers as far south as Arizona. The fly appears from the 
first of June through the end of September. Pale Morning 
Dun was the name given to at least two Ephemerella spe
cies, inermis and infrequens, by Swisher and Richards.

Ephemerella inermis was first reported in 1884 by the 
reverand Eaton from a male and female adult collected in 
central Colorado and sent to him in England. Allen and 
Edmunds, also two well known workers, say, "The adults 
swarm in very late evening and the females have been ob
served ovipositing during mid-morning, about 9:00 to 11:00 
a.m. Numerous broods seem to occur^hroughout the sum
mer months, but the population in tiKe Green River (Utah) 
consists of a single brood that emerges in June and early July."

My greatest and most concentrated experience with 
PMD spinners occurred from the middle of July to the middle 
of August, JL993,^pn a private spring creek not too far from 
my home in Bozeman. At first, I started visiting the creek by 
one or two o'clock in the afternoon when I saw and netted 
many dims. In captivity, they usually molted in 24 hours or 
a little longer which meant, perhaps in natural conditions, 
spinners (from the previous day's production of duns) could
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And it was generally true. I would see duns first, then spin
ners with "U " shaped curves near the tail and then spinners 
with blue green egg sacks on the inside of the curves, after 
which the spinners would dive into the riffle to plant their 
eggs. I saw few mating pairs, so where they actually mated, 
I cannot say. As the summer progressed and got warmer, I 
visited the spring creek later and later and found the PMD 
duns still hatching at five and six o'clock with spinners still 
coming at seven and eight.

Which brings us to one of the major difficulties in 
trying to set dates and times for finding and fishing spin
ners, and perhaps, the major reason why no one has ever 
attempted a book on the subject before. There can never be 
the same number of spinners (except, perhaps for the trico) 
for trout to feed upon as the same number of dims of a given 
day's hatch. The reason is the tremendous loss of of duns to 
trout, to birds, to weather and to the vicissitudes of the molt
ing process, itself. And the longer the molt takes, the greater 
must be the loss of spinner life in the waiting.

For example, I wondered how many duns might get 
eaten by trout in one, fairly confined pool of DePuy's spring 
creek, where one person could count the number of duns 
entering the pool and another could count the number of 
duns leaving it. I had the kind permission of the DePuys to 
study and collect mayflies on the creek, (on Armstrong and 
Nelson, as well) and I chose April 28,1993, a nice, warmish 
day, from 12:30 to 1:30, to make the count.

My wife, Hazel, counted at the head and I counted at 
the tail. There were at least 6 good-sized trout visibly feed
ing on the Baetis duns in the pool. My wife counted 396 
duns entering and I counted 60 leaving, a loss of some 336 
duns in that one pool, during just one hour of the hatch!

Now,, this is not a scientific way to conduct numeri-



cal experiments. There are too many variables. You could 
count insects twice, specially those coming in. What about 
the duns hatching in the pool itself? Some duns would surely 
fly off after entering the pool. We all have watched trout 
stuff themselves on duns and we've seen birds with beaks 
jammed with mayflies, still trying for more. We know with
out counting there is going to be a big difference in the num
ber of insects which hatch and the number of the same clan 
which will live long enough to continue the species.

Dun emergence timing is always more predictable 
than the timing of spinner mating or egg laying because 
nymphs in water are not affected as much by air tempera
ture or weather conditions which could delay or speed up 
the final molt of the dun to spinner. The dun comes, with 
weather ready or not and frequently we're fishing hatches 
in rain and snow and high winds, while it's rare to fish spin
ners in any but dry and warm and usually pleasant weather.

So, there is some indication with the PMD that we 
should fish spinner patterns of the insect during the hatch of 
duns as well as during spinner mating and egg laying. That 
is all the time. This is a good idea because even the dun of 
the PMD is a light, airy, creamy yellow, see-through kind of 
mayfly. Dominant body color of the spinner is best matched 
with Flymaster light olive on a white painted size 16 and 18 
hook. Painting the hook white, of course, was the idea of 
John Dunne, and I'm  suggesting the same process for the 
lighter colored bodies of the spinners in this book. With the 
darker bodied flies, I don't think painting the hook shank is 
necessary to hide it. Dunne's method was to dip the hook in 
the paint, eye first, then stick the eye into a bar of soap to 
dry. This meant cleaning the eye before tying.

My method is to stick the hook into a wine bottle cork 
by the point and paint the shank only with a bodkin or needle



point.

Here is the formal dressing:

Hook: Tiemco 100. size 16, painted white.
Abdomen: Light olive, ribbed with fine 

gold wire, coated with fly tying 
cement or fast drying nail polish.

Thorax: Pale yellow.
Tail: 2 or 3 barbs golden pheasant.

Many anglers and fly tyers have erroneously claimed 
the PMD spinner to be the rusty spinner. The spinner body 
is only slightly darker than that of the dun, hence the choice 
of light olive.
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E p h e ro n  album
(The White Fly)

E. leukon, closely related and only other member of 
the Epheron genus, appears to have been the first American 
mayfly made known to science. This was in 1802, in Phila
delphia, at a meeting of the American Philosophical Society. 
The paper, read by Dr. Hugh Williamson, included a recog
nizable description of the species and the following obser
vations. "They begin to rise out of the (Passaic) river 35 or 
40 minutes after the sun sets and continue rising about 15 
minutes...The chrysalis deposits a thin white pellicle or skin 
on the surface of the water and rises a perfect insect. It con
tinues on the wing an hour and perishes...The female drops 
two clusters of eggs upon the water and perishes immedi
ately. The eggs are yellow. Each cluster is nearly one quar
ter of an inch in length and the thickness of a common pin, 
resembling the roe of a fish and containing about 100 eggs. 
They sink in the water..." THE BIOLOGY OF MAYFLIES, 
NEEDHAM, TRA VER, HSU, 1935.

IFs odd that Epheron should have been first because 
it is not a common genus, and it is not true to form. For 
example, the wings of both species are translucent or milky 
white, not hyaline. The female does not molt into spinner, 
but mates, lays eggs and dies as a dun. The male changes to 
spinner soon after emerging, but must do it on the wing be
cause its legs, except for the front ones, are so vestigal and 
degenerate (as are the female's), he cannot stand on them or



hold onto anything long enough for the molt to take place. 
So, he molts in mid air, and sheds his "pellicle/W hich rains 
down to the surface of the river much like species o f l h e  
Trichorythodes.

When I first heard about the Epheron species from 
Dan Gustafson, I became infatuated with them and couldn't 
wait to see my own live show. He had seen numerous 
emergences and males in the air flying with pellicles hang
ing from their bodies and wings.

I thought I had seen them, too, but not dose and not 
clearly, on the lower Madison during the fall of 1984. They 
came mostly after dark and I fished an antient soft hackle, 
the Grey Partridge, No 57 in Pritt's list, quite successfully, 
merely casting the fly to /the noisy rises in the dark. Dave 
Kumlien of Montana Troutfitters knows of them and has 
fished and guided other anglers during their emergence. In 
1994, he suggested I might find them in the late fall on the 
lower Jefferson or the lower Madison. Beginning around 
September 1 ,1 made one trip to the Jefferson and four trips 
to the Madison from Bozeman waiting until way past dark
ness, ready to turn my car lights on if they appeared and 
scoop them up by the hundreds with just one sweep of my 
trusty, old net. One evening I saw a spectacular show of 
otters diving and splashing in the current; another of an un
usual and stunning sunset from the smoke of the wildfires 
of the drought year; and another of criss crossing flights of 
geese calling to one another in the darkness and my won
dering how they could see enough of the dark land below 
them to put down or were they just going to keep flying non
stop to Idaho or Utah.

But no Epheron. No. Not until I talked to Tom Mor
gan, ex-guide and ex^owner of Winston Rods. "I  used to see 
them below Toston dam on the Missouri," he said, "just about



this time of year."
^ O n  September 25 my partner wife and I drove to the 

dam and parked near the boat take out just below it. It runs 
intc/ifwide, shallow flat. The river was showing its bones 
after a whole^summer of constantly receding water. It was 
near 7 p.m ^yvarm  and dry and I saw a whitish fly not too 
high off the water. Can it be? I ran back to the car for my 
boots and net and by the time I got back there were more. 
Hazel joined me on the bank. They were coming pretty good 
now, perhaps a dozen or so within easy reach, the oddly white 
wings making them easy to spot, where~~"With other spin
ners, you see only the bodies. Old workers' books said 
Epheron species stayed close to the water and didn't dance 
up and down like most spinners. It was true. They were not 
strong^ evasive fliers and they were easier to net. Then a 
rare^show among spinners; the actual mating in mid air 
and we both witnessed it.

With an 8x hand lens, I was able to check the color...or 
the lack of it...on the spot. My first impression was of a me
dium sized mayfly with smallish, black eyes and oversized, 
thick, white, translucent wings with purplish brown shad
ing on the leading edges. The wings began well forward on 
the thorax and extended well back, more like a delta wing 
than the usual mayfly wing. The abdomen was white and 
nearly dear, with two tails. I knew, I was looking at a male, 
because I noticed the long front legs which, unlike the dear, 
almost hyaline, shrivelled up two other pairs, had what 
looked like meat and muscle in them. The only visible color 
was in the thorax, an almost pinkish, yellowy tan, whisk- 
seemed to grow less pink, the oldeLjm e specimen be
came. (Later, in alcohol, the thoraxtum ed a yellowy tan.) 
Females were/A he same color with three tails instead of 
two, same colored thorax and with all six legs clear and badly



shrivelled. I began to photograph a female on a white dish 
when she started laying eggs. Yes, they were yellow. We 
returned to the spot at the same time on the next^'Svening 
and saw only half as many albums as the night before. On 
the 27th, I returned with Tom Morgan and we saw only 5 or 
6, one, a male which was trying to molf~fn my hand and 
which I tried to photograph. After three nights in a row with 
fewer and fewer insects, we reasoned we may have come 
upon them at the end of their mating cycle. Dan Gustafson 
verified the species without putting them under the micro
scope.

Measurements of one of the females as follows: 
tails, 1 and 1 / 8" long; body, 1 / 2” long; wing, 1 / 2". For fish
ing the fly in Montana, Pennsylvania, Michigan, New York, 
or wherever it may be found, I made quite a nice copy as 
follows:

Hook: Tiemco 109BL. size 15, painted white.
Abdomen: White danville, ribbed with fine 

gold wire and covered with fly tying 
cement or nail polish.

Thorax: Yellowy tan with a little pink mixed in..
Hackle: Largish white, squashed and halved 

flat after winding to look spent.
Tail: Three strands Lureflash.

Perhaps no mayfly symbolizes the short, ethereal life 
of the order with more sympathy than the Epheron. From 
MAYFLIES OF NORTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA, "The 
males patrol a short stretch of water. The emerging females 
jo in  the m ales until mated, then im m ediately leave the 
swarm, settle on the water, expel their eggs, and die. Copu- 
dead within an hour and a half after the start of the flight."



Spinners

MMeptagenia solitaria
Stenonema vicarium, fuscum, and canadense 
(March Brown, Grey Fox, Light Cahill)

I  was very happy to find Heptagenia solitaria for this 
book because it is very similar to Stenonema which is a very 
important mayfly on classic eastern rivers. Both genera be
long to the same family, Heptaginiidae. They both feature 
"typical Heptaginine venation" in the forewings which 
Gustafson d escribes^  having "darker cross veins than lon
gitudinal on es." "They d iffer in size only, tw o of the 
Stenonema being a size or two larger than the Heptagenia.

It w as Tom Travis, ow ner o f M aster A ngler in 
Livingston, who steered me to the lower Yellowstone in 
search of this mayfly. The date was October 9,1994, a bit late 
to be finding a sum mer species, but not unusal for this 
drought year. "In Montana Heptagenia is a lower river crit
ter, but because of lower flows and higher temperatures, it 
has made it up stream further and later than normal," says 
Gustafson.

My wife, Hazel, noticed the spinners while I was 
putting on waders on the river bank. It was sunny and warm, 
just after six. They were quite low over a shallow, rocky riffle, 
and because of that, we both thought they m ight be an 
Ephoron species. As I got closer, however, I saw their hya
line wings.

They were also a lot more wary and if I moved to
wards them, they moved away, but if I stood still, they would



come to me and it would be a lot easier to net one or two.
I also discovered again that male spinners frequently 

make the mistake of flying to other males and actually touch 
them before they realize they could not mate. Male spin
ners, "not only fly up to females of other species, but at times 
are attracted to any fly of reasonable size which passes within 
a few feet of them. If an artificial Spent Gnat is tied on to a 
cast which is attached to a rod and line in the normal man
ner, and is then allowed to swing out in the wind near a 
swarm of male spinners, many of the spinners will fly over 
to it. The artificial fly becomes more attractive if it is drawn 
against the wind at about the speed at which a female spin
ner flies. The males then pursue it and knock against it, or 
even make abortive attempts to grasp it. But once they touch 
the artificial fly they lose interest, and return to the swarm." 
AN ANGLER'S ENTOMOLOGY, J. R. Harris.

The mating dance lasted for about an hour, during 
which time I actually saw a pair mating in the air. Later, I 
saw females laying eggs by skimming the water and dip
ping the tips of their abdomens into the surface, not all at 
once, but at certain intervals.

There were quite a few fish feeding on these spin
ners and I was anxious to t jy  thepijyith a ne^-spinner pat
tern I had a lr e a d y ^ a c ^ ^ o  jn ^ tic ip a tio n ^ o f  finding 
them. The fly w^s 5/ lo  long with three barbs of golden 
pheasant topping for a tail, a gold-ribbed, reddish brown 
body, light brown thorax and honey dun hackle, halved and 
spread out like the standard spinners in this book. There 
was a huge, shallow flat in the river and it was there I saw 
most of the rises. I was a bit suspicious of them; they didn't 
look like good, trout rises. I did not see any backs of fish, 
only the smallish circles, but I was anxious. Of course, they 
were all white fish, but seven or eight of them took the new



fly without hesitationlTom told me later that the trout were 
up higher in the fasterwater.

At home, I measured and photographed the spinners: 
body and wing are 7 /16" with prominent, black eyes on the 
males. Front legs on the male are fully as long as the body. 
There are two spotted tails, twice the length of the body. One 
of the specimens was a female with pale, yellow eggs start
ing to come out of the 7th or 8th segment. Wings are gor
geous with three wide, yellow, longitudinal veins at the front 
and thick, brown or black cross veins connecting the longi
tudinal ones. The venation, particularly the cross ones sug
gests stained glass, and, indeed, would make a rare and 
beatiful piece of art if it could be enlarged and framed and 
hung.

Color of the male and female are quite similar; an 
orangy, yellowy, mustardy sort of color with a see-through 
quality that's common among spinners. This see-through or 
hyaline quality is even m ore obvious on the Stenom a 
terminatum which is the only western species of that genus 
and which was collected by Gustafson on July 11,1991 from 
the Smith River here in Montana. The species is smaller than 
solitaria, but ycnT7can read" print^ through the middle seg
ments. The head, thorax ari3 last two segments are creamy 
yellow. The males have large, popping, black eyes and seem 
to have the longest fore legs and tails of any spinner I've 
seen. Wing venation is much the same as the solitaria.

There doesn't seem to be any material in the world 
which could imitate the solitaria sufficiently, but we'll take a 
stab at it with the following:

Hook: Hemco 100, size 14, painted white.
Body: Orange flymaster, ribbed with fine 

gold wire, coated with wing coat or



fast-drying fly tying cement.
Thorax: Sim ilar orange color as body.
Hackles: Honey dun or lightest

dun, and sm all, lightish partridge.

The two hackles are tied on to the hook shank sim ul
taneously, chicken hackle behind the partridge. W ind hackle 
first, tie off, then one turn of partridge in front of the hackle. 
Turn vise towards you and divide and pinch the hackles in 
two. The addition of the partridge on this fly suggests some
w hat the cross veining w hich characterizes the fam ily and 
genus.

W ithout seeing any of the three eastern Stenonem a 
species, but having at m y disposal colored photos and de
scriptions, I'm  suggesting the follow ing patterns:

S. Vicarium  (M arch Brown).
Hook: Tiemco 109 BL, 11.
Abdomen: Yellow, dabbed lightly w ith 

brow n marker, ribbed w ith gold 
w ire and coated with fly tying cem ent.

Thorax: D ark amber.
H ackle: Light dun and one turn of partridge, 

divided and pinched in  two halves.
Tail: Wood duck flank.

S. Fuscum  (Grey Fox).
Hook: Tiemco 109 BL, 13
Abdomen: Yellow dabbed w ith brow n marker, 

ribbed w ith gold w ire and coated w ith 
fly tying cement.

Thorax: Blackish brown.
Hackle: Light dun and one turn of partridge,



divided and pinched in two halves.
Tail: Wood duck flank.

S. Canadensis (Light Cahill).
Hook: Tiemco 109 BL, 15.
Abdomen: Yellow dubbed w ith brow n marker. 
Thorax: D arker brown.
Hackle: Light dun and one turn of partridge, 

divided and pinched in two halves.
Tail: Golden pheasant topping feather.

To turn all of the previous patterns in this chapter 
into dun / spinners, m erely replace hackles with medium dun 
and elim inate partridge.



H ex ag en ia  lim bata, (The Hex)
Leptophlebia cupida, Paraleptophlebia adoptiva Ipli ¡jJLAC-

In  May, 1994 ,1 spent several days in M ichigan and 
collected and studied some spinners which are and are not 
indigenous to that state. I could not easily identify the spe
cies here in M ontana and Sent them  to Carl Richards who 
did so, for w hich I am grateful.

C arl identified tw o groups of these as Ephem era 
sim ulans (brown drake) which has a chapter to itself in the 
book. I found one group of M ichigan sim ulans on Baldwin 
creek near Baldwin, which is the center of the fishing on the 
Pere M arquette, Little M anistee and other great trout w aters 
of the state. This was from 1 to 3 p.m. on M ay 13, a nice, 
warm  and sunny day. I was on a bridge over the river and 
saw the first of the spinners on the upstream  side. They were 
quite low  over the water, rising and falling no more than 
two or three feet. They were all m ales and seemed inter
ested in anything that flew  within sight, even darting quickly 
towards approaching caddis or other flying insects. The spin
ners may have been at this for a long tim e, because I actually 
saw one sit down on a tw ig sticking out of the water. He 
rested there for a few m inutes, then got up and joined the 
sm all swarm. In flight, the spinners' abdom ens were dark 
brown on the top and pale on the bottom , w ith quite a dear 
line running dow n the sides dividing the tw o shades of 
brown. This m akes it difficult designing the im itation. Do 
you go w ith the lighter bottom  side for the body w hich m ight



be the side the trout sees first; or do you lean towards the 
darker brow n top side which the angler sees first? It may 
not make a lot of difference, but there are least tw o w ays to 
obtain som ewhat of the tw o-toned effect, and I have listed 
them  at the end of the chapter.

From  B ald w in  I p roceed ed  n o rth  to th e L ittle  
M anistee w hich I had not seen for quite a few years, and 
from 5 to 7 p.m ., I saw and collected another group of spin
ners below  the M37 bridge, part of w hich Carl also identi
fied as EPHEMERA sim ulans. I have compared both groups 
w ith those from  this area and they are the same mayfly, ex
cept the M ichigan ones are at least one hook size larger.

There were som e sm aller spinners here which I also 
captured and w hich C arFildentified  as Paraleptophlebia 
adoptiva. The bicom uta of the same genus has been cov
ered in another chapter. The fem ales are identical in size 
and color so you can use the instructions from  that chapter 
to tie this spinner im itation. These fem ales put on quite a 
show of egg laying below  the bridge which I had never seen 
before. They literally threw them selves into the river over 
and over, rising three or four feet betw een dives. One did it 
8 tim es.

On M ay 14, I netted some largish, brow n spinners 
with Mike Amboy on the Rouge in the city of Rockford, which 
Carl identified as Leptophlebia cupida. M ike called them  
Hendricksons im mediately, and I was told by a fly shop and 
anglers to expect to see and collect Hendricksons because 
they were on the rivers.

But in m ost o f the 'hatch' books the nam e, Hen
drickson, is given to Ephem erella 'spbvaria not a species of 
Leptophlebia. I f  s easy to see hotvthe tw o species m ight be 
taken for one another. They show at about the sam e tim e, 
and they are about the sam e size and color. So here is my



spinner dressing for the cupida and the subvaria:

Hook: Tiemco 109 BL, 11 or 13.
Body: Flym aster tobacco brow n w ith 

Orvis brown flexi-floss over.
Gold wire rib laid in the hollow s
of the flexi-floss. Brownish black thorax, •
tied heavy.

Hackle: Golden yellow. Honey dun or ginger.
Tail: Three long strands o f golden pheasant 

topping.

I found one other spinner on the Rouge river in Michi
gan which Carl identified as Siphlonurus quebecertsis, or the 
gray drake. I have covered the occidentalis of that genus 
and suggest using the dressing given there.

Som e of my readers may know that I fished a great 
deal in M ichigan and that the first two books I authored on 
the soft-hackled fly were based m ostly on angling experi
ences in that state. I never d esig n erà  soft hackle for the 
Hexagenia lim bata, although I dicKpsh the hatch w henever 
I could on the M anistee, S. Fctìfk o f the Au Sable, Pere 
M arquette and other trout streams. Fishing the H exagenia 
is definitely a night tim e, near-pitch black experience. O f all 
the tim es I fished it, I can remem ber only once being able to 
see the water, the fly and the fish. About the tim e to start 
fishing was the saying: "...w hen you can count five stars in 
the sky..." or "...w hen you start to hear the whippoorw ills 
singing..."

Perhaps it's ju st as w ell hex fishing is that way, oth
erw ise there would be even greater addiction to it. Many 
hex anglers have caught the largest trout of their fishing life
tim es during the hatch. And others have lost their way in



the darkness taking the 'shortcut' through a  swamp to get to 
a certain productive spot on a river. One such angler I knew 
could not find his way out after a fabulous fishing evening 
and mounted a tussock and went to sleep until dawn. By 
the time he got out it was nine or ten in the m orning by which 
tim e his w ife reported him  m issing to the sheriff, who w ent 
out w ith a posse com itatus trying to find him.

I still have fishing friends in M ichigan and one of 
them , M ike Casw ell, sent me several of the 1994 crop of 
Hexagenia lim batas. The bodies are 1" long with wings about 
the same, possibly a little bigger. Two tails m easure around 
1-1 / 4" but there is also a stub of a tail in  the m iddle of them.

The lim bata presents the same problem  to the fly de
signer as does the Ephem era sim ulans from  the front of this 
chapter and many other spinners which have a darker top 
than bottom . On the lim bata, the top of the thorax is dark 
purple and the bottom  is olive tan, about the color of un
cooked shrim p. On som e existing deer hair fly patterns the 
two tone effect has been accom plished w ith dark hair on top 
and light hair on the bottom . I suspect a woven body like 
George Grant7 s m ight provide the desired effect, but I can
not instruct you on that. One of the easiest m ethods is to 
build the body w ith thick, w hite thread, and coat the top of 
it w ith a purple or dark brown marker. Some of the color 
w ill run into the bottom  side of the body giving it an on- 
and-off look, resem bling the real thing.

The other suggestion is to use tying thread which 
m atches the lighter, bottom  color, and laying dark colored 
flexi-floss or thick yam  across the top of the fly and fasten
ing it w ith the gold rib.



Here is the formal dressing for the Hexagenia limbata:

Hook: Tiemco 109BL, size 7.
Body: Heavy white thread, (at least 3/0), 

w ith dark brown or purple m arker 
dabbed on top, ribbed w ith gold wire, 
and coated w ith fly tying cem ent.
Heavy brow n thorax.

Hackle: Badger (dark center) or grizzly.
Tail: 3 strands m oose m ane hairs.



*  araleptophlebia bicornuta 
(Mahogany dun)

In  not many spinners does one find such a differ
ence between the m ale and fem ale, not only in size but also 
in coloring or shading, as in P. bicom uta, the subim ago of 
which is called M ahogany dim . The m ale at 7/16" long is 
1/8" bigger than the fem ale. His abdomen, through the first 
three segm ents, is reddish brow n then turns alm ost clear so 
that you could read through it if you had to, until the last 
two or three segm ents when they go reddish brow n again. 
Some w orkers say the darker color in the last couple seg
m ents is a reflection of the sperm  still left there.

There are three golden tails on both sexes and it was 
these tails w hich prom pted me to try barbs of the golden 
pheasant topping feather on some of the spinners in this book.

The fem ale, which w e're going to im itate in this spe
cies, is not so difficult. She has a solid reddish brow n abdo
men and thorax which we can copy on a size 16 or 14 hook. 
Tobacco brow n is the closest colored Danville thread for the 
body and w e'll rib it w ith very fine gold rib, coat the body 
w ith fly tying cement, then dub a thorax of rusty brow n and 
wind on a cock or hen hackle, preferably the w hite or dun 
w ith rusty edge or any light colored biege or ginger hackle.

This particular spinner also lends itself to the dyed 
or m arker painted peacock quill. If you use undyed quills, I  
would suggest the Sanford brow n for the painting. Test the 
quill for strength after you have painted it to make sure it is



strong enough to stand being wound on the hook. This saves 
sw earing and aggravation. The quill is strongest, of course, 
towards the base and if it breaks in the testing, just keep work
ing your way down until it resists breaking. You'll need only 
two inches or so of the quill which gives plenty of room to 
hold it betw een your thum b and forefinger. Tie in the small 
or thinner end and w rap the first turns gingerly and w ith
out a lot of pressure. Each wrap should be tight against the 
previous one. Depending on the w idth of the quill, you 
should get 8 or 9 wraps and end up around two thirds of the 
w ay towards the eye, on a 16. Now coat the wraps w ith fly 
tying cement, then add a sm idgen of rusty brow n dubbing, 
and finally tie in and wrap the hackle.

There is no need for a rib on spinners made with 
quills because the quill itself creates the segm ents as it is 
wound on the hook, which I feel is the purpose of the rib. 
Som e of the photos in this book show those segm ents, but I 
w ould suggest using a sm all 8.0 pow er m agnifying lens to 
check your w ork from  tim e to tim e. Mine sits next to the 
vice for constant checking of fly construction and color. I 
also use it in the field when netting and photographing in
sects.

Species of P araleptop helbia (apparently not the 
bicom uta) have been im portant m ayflies o f English fly fish
ers for many years, but it's  hard to see why. At least two 
authors have said trout ignore the dim s of turkey browns, 
the English nick-nam e for the P. subm arginata. I was net
ting bicom uta duns on a private spring creek near Bozem an 
when I noticed the same phenomenon. I w as below  a fa
mous pool where 4 or 5 handsome residents of the creek al
m ost always rise and I could clearly see the purply brown 
duns com ing down. The trout rose steadily, some rising just 
inches from  the mahogany duns but I never saw a trout take



one. Is it the same taste of the Paraleptophlebia on two con
tinents that keeps English and Am erican trout from  eating 
them, and m ight that resistance continue if that w as the only 
food available to them ?

Here is the form al dressing.

Hook: Tiemco 100, size 16.
Body: Danville tobacco brow n, ribbed w ith 

fine gold wire, coated w ith fly tying 
cement.
(Or stripped peacock quill, dyed or

m arker painted brow n.)
Thorax: D ark brow n.

^ ^ 'v V in g : Rusty edged hackle, split and flattened. 
f  Tail: 3 barbs golden pheasant topping feather.

0 A



f t ith r o g  Iena m ornsoni
'March Brown)
Rithrogena futilis, R. robusta and R. undulata

M arch Brown! Now that's a nam e to conjur. I al
ready used it in  the chapter on the Heptagenia as a synonym 
for S. vicarium  and here I'm  using it as a synonym  for the R. 
m orrisoni. In THE SOFT-HACKLED FLY, first published in 
1975, there was a M arch Brown Spider. And before that in 
England there was the M arch Brown, an artificial of the natu
ral fly, Rithrogena^Jxaarupi, which starts to appear in late 
March, A pril and early May. A DICTIONARY OF FLY-FISH
ING by C. B . McCully, says, "the fly is first m entioned in 
Chetham (The A ngler's Vade Mecum, 1681), where it is called 
the M oorish Brow n, and a further more detailed account of 
the fly is given in The A rt of Angling by Richard Bow lker 
(1747), which gave a dressing not superseded for a hundred 
years. (Body: hare's fur ribbed w ith yellow  silk^JH ackle: 
partridge; W ings: pheasant or partridge)."

We can see the fly 's fame is more firm ly rooted as a 
nymph or a dun, but this is a book on spinners, and I saw 
and captured R. m orrisoni spinners from the Yellowstone 
above Livingston, on A pril 26, 27, and 28 ,1993  , and from 
A pril 2 9 ,1 9 9 4 , through May 5th of 1994; and from  m ost of 
A pril and the early part of May of 1995.

The m orrisoni is one o f four Rithrogena species 
found in  M ontana. The others are fu tilis, robusta and 
undulata. All are spinners of m edium  to large size w ith



brow n or reddish brow n bodies and wings w ith darker cross 
veins than longitudinal ones, typical of the Heptageniidae 
family. Though related, each species has its own preference 
for locale and tim e of appearance. As Gustafson tells us, the 
m orrisoni is first to appear on relatively big w ater like the 
Yellowstone. The robusta is found in high mountain streams 
like Rock Creek in summer. At low er elevations, and also in 
summer are found the futilis and undulata on rivers like the 
Sm ith and Boulder.

The robusta, is the biggest of the four species w ith 
body and wings at 9/16" w ith two tails w hich are 1-1/4” 
long. Body is brow n and very thin and stream lined. The 
m orrisoni spinner is 7/16" long, the female being quite stocky 
in the orangy red body. The hyaline wing is also 7 /16", w ith 
many short, dark veins crowded into the tips. The futilis has 
a 3 / 8” long orangy red body and wings the sam e length and 
sim ilar characteristics. I have exam ined only male spinners 
of the undulata w hich were 5 /16" in the body and wing, both 
hyaline except for the last tw o or three segments of the body.

I’m giving dressings for all four of these M ontana 
Rithrogena species beginning w ith the m orrosini, which is 
the species designated as the M arch Brown.

R .. m orrosini:

Hook: T M C 100:14.
Abdomen: Orange w ith red marker.
Thorax: Dark brown.
Ribbing: Gold wire.
Hackle: Rusty edge.
Tail: Golden pheasant topping barbs.



R. futilis:

Hook: TM C 100: 16.
Abdomen: Reddish orange.
Ribbing: Gold wire.
Thorax: Reddish brown.
H ackle: Rusty edge or light dun.
Tail: Golden pheasant topping barbs.

R. robusta:

Hook: TM C 100:12..
Abdomen: Brown.
Thorax: D ark brown.
Ribbing: Gold wire.
Hackle: Light giner.
Tail: Golden pheasant topping barbs.

R. undulata:

Hook TMC 100: 16.
Abdomen: Coffee.
Thorax: Reddish brown.
Ribbing: Gold wire.
H ackle: Light ginger.
Tail: Golden pheasant topping barbs.

I was never m uch interested in fishing the m orresim . 
spinner on the Yellowstone, perhaps because its appearance 
coincided w ith the explosive M other's Day Caddis. I did see 
quite a few m onism i duns, however along the banks of the 
river and I thought the duns could be w ell im itated with the



dun / spinner style of fly suggested elsewhere in this book. I 
tied a pattern just like the m orrisoni spinner above, except 
it had a lureflash tail and a dark dun hackle (not divided 
and flattened for wings and legs.) I couldn't tear m yself away 
from the excellent caddis fishing, so I asked a friend, Fig 
Newton, if  he wanted to try the fly for me, and he said yes. 
This was on A pril 30,1994. He never m oved from  the inside 
curve of one o f the big riffles on the river and caught 9 rain
bows on the fly.

In 1 995 ,1 started fishing the Yellowstone on Febru
ary 28, averaging three or four days a week. On April 3 ,1 
saw Baetis duns and on A pril 1 7 ,1 saw the first m orrisoni 
duns, which was the signal to start fishing spinners of that 
species.

So, taking the suggestion of Skues to fish spinners 
during a rise of duns, I fished the m orrisoni spinner on May 
2 ,  on the same spot of w ater Newton fished nearly a year 
ago. The w eather was cold and the light was gray. I rarely 
was able to see the spinner in the quick m oving riffle, but I 
saw the disturbance on the surface when the fish took and 
struck from  im pulse when I believed the trout rose to the fly.

Not many fly fisherm en would ever think of fishing 
spinners so early in the season, or when fish are feeding on 
duns. But on this day I had nearly 20 rainbow s and cutts 
from a single riffle w ith the R. m orrisoni spinner. I believe 
the thin silhouette of the body makes the fly more effective 
and I also think there is too much body—m ostly from dub
bing—on m ost dun and spinner patterns we fish today.

I never m oved more than ten feet in one direction or 
the other during the two hours or so I fished this riffle. I had 
so many fish that I thought I was beginning to see a true 
cross section of all the fish in that riffle. One nice sized cutt 
was m issing a part o f his bottom  jaw, w hich had grown over





T im p an o g a hecuba

Gustafson believes October is a good m onth for may
flies and spinners and based on this report on T. hecuba, you 
m ay agree. It begins in the M aster A ngler fly shop in  
Livingston in October, 1993, where the inform ation board 
on the w all reported gray drakes "in  the afternoon" on some 
of the eastern rivers in Yellowstone Park.

Gray drake is the fisherm an's name for many species 
of the Siphlonurus family. Insects are quite large, (size 12 
and 13), w ith purplish gray wings, two tails and a distinct 
horseshoe pattern on their abodomens.

The park at this tim e of the year is winding down. A 
fly shop in Gardiner agrees there is a gray drake hatch going 
on. Hundreds of elk w ander the streets of Mammoth, and 
park on the w ell cared for law ns. Once you leave Mammoth, 
you see few cars and few fisherm en. The country looks big
ger and more m agnificent w ithout much, except for small 
fam ilies of buffalo, m oving around in it.

Only one section of the river is occupied w ith a  guide 
and his two clients so it's  easy for me and my wife, Hazel to 
find another. We settle on a big bend, fairly rapid w ith a 
good current throughout, the beginning of it marked by some 
bigger boulders which create a turbulent w hitew ater riffle. 
We carry rods and insect nets to the top of the bend and I tell 
m yself if the gray drakes don't com e, I'll fish.

It's  often a good idea to sweep the banks o f the river



w ith the net, hoping to find spinners from  yesterday's or 
the day before's hatch of duns. No m ayflies, at all, no spin
ners, ju st some ants. So, I start to fish and make only a few 
casts when I see a 'gray drake' come down the river. It is 
huge, the purple gray wings giving the fly a topsy turvy look. 
The net is on the bank and it looks like I m ight ju st make it 
there and back and still catch the insect. I do and he goes 
into the special shoe box w ith a screened in top.

Now, there are m ore, not dozens, but singles, one af
ter another. The netting is easy standing in knee deep w ater 
and the shoe box starts to fill w ith the big dim s.

I've worked my way up in the riffle and am  near the 
top when I see som e trout rise in the center of the fast w ater 
and on the slow er edge. These are not sips, but big, fast 
whorls w ith flashes of orange and red. I have enough duns 
and hand the box to m y w ife, who hands me my fly rod.

For some tim e, I had been thinking of a Dun/spin
ner fly w ith the body of the spinner and the wings of the 
dun. Such a fly would, if it worked, be very welcome in any 
angler's arsenal because he could fish it anytim e as a dun or 
a spinner. For this occasion I made four of them  on size 13 
liem co  109BL hooks, which are extra fine, extra long shank 
and barbless. Two of the flies were the same: Lureflash for 
tail, thin, tapering body of Danville tobacco brow n, gold rib, 
rusty rabbit fur thorax and a large, dark blue dun hackle just 
wound around as the wings and the legs. The other two 
had the same bodies and thorax but w hite w ith rusty edge 
hackle and a couple strips of clear organza, the last sent to 
me by Gary Borger for trial.

I try the rusty-edged hackle fly first, casting upstream 
into the slower w ater along the edge where I saw a fish rise 
more than once. He takes the fly on the first cast and it turns 
out to be a fat cutthroat. Then another on the same fly in the



fastw ater. Before it's over, I think I should try the other fly 
ana I Turle it on the leader. It didn't seem to make any dif
ference, light colored rusty edge or dark dun hackle, I took 
two more, the^last of which was so big and strong, I hand 
the rod to my wife on the bank and she fights it for a w hile 
and lands it. I put the W inston 9 foot over the fish and eye 
ball its length from  the back of the reel seat to the W inston 
cup insignia, which I find out later is just over tw enty inches.

T he 'g ra y  drake|rG ustafson~~tell'S7m c~atr’ the 
dissectiscope in his lab is not Siphlonurus but Um panoga 
hecuba. It has three tails, not tw o, and it lacks the horseshoe 
m arkings on the abdom en which entom ologists generally 
relate to the gray drake. W ell, that's not the first tim e flies 
were called by the wrong name, and it certainly is easier to 
say gray drake.

Tim panoga hecu ba is  a subgenus of the genus 
Ephem erella. The dom inant spinner body (abdomen) color 
is a shade of brow n, w ith a darker thorax. The 10 segm ents 
are clearly distinguished w ith bands of gray. Body length is 
7/16 to 1/2"; W ing: 9/16”, hyaline.

The spinner im itation is as follows;

Hook: Tiem co 109BL, size 13.
Body; Danville tobacco brown, ribbed w ith 
gray thread and gold ribbing, coated w ith 
fly tying cement.
Thorax: Rusty dubbing.
W ing: Rusty edged hackle and a couple strips 

^^T^of clear organza.
Tail: Three barbs golden pheasant topping 
feather.



ricorythodes m inutus

From  H ebgen Lake, a private spring creek near 
Bozem an, the East G allatin, the Bighorn and other rivers in 
M ontana, we have at least three different sized and three 
different colored spinners of the family Tricorythidae. In size 
they go from 1/8" to nearly 3/8". And even though they 
look black and are som etim es nick-nam ed 'w hite-w inged 
black', some of the sm aller fem ales have obvious dirty, yel
low-orange abdomens, while the larger, Bighorn fem ales have 
abdom ens which are light green tapering to pale white or 
d ear at segm ent num ber 8 or 9. Workers tell us fem ales are 
often paler than m ales and we can confirm  that. No m atter 
w hat size and sex, trico spinners are short and stocky w ith 
pitch Wack thoraxes. The wings (no hind w ings) are clear as 
glass,^yet reflect a w hitish cast under certain light condi
tions. The tails are perhaps the longest in  proportion to body 
length of any spinners, 3 and 1/2 to 4 tim es.

W hat the insect lacks in size, it m akes up for in quan
tity and availability. They come not as individual spedm ans 
but as w hirlw inds, m any feet in diam eter and height. M ales 
are said to emerge first from their nymphal shucks through
out the night, follow ed by the fem ales beginning sometime 
after dawn. M olting into spinners ranges from  alm ost im 
m ediate to up to tw o hours. The question of how the m olt is 
accom plished, stationary or in flight, is in dispute. In my 
chapter on the final m olt, I thought that one of the requisites



for a successful m olt of m ost m ayflies was the necessity of 
the dun to grab on to som ething w ith its legs to keep it from 
sliding around while its back splits and the spinner works 
its way out o f the shuck com plete w ith new w ings, head, 
eyes, legs, body, tails and m ating equipment. I have w it
nessed that kind of trico m olt many tim es on parts of my 
body, waders, autom obiles, tables and buildings near cer
tain rivers.

But many other anglers and I have also seen trico dun 
shucksjiall out o f the sky when a swarm  of insects w ent over. 
ThiSyeould have happened in two ways. The dim s could 
have begun the m olt in a stationary position and finished it 
off in m id air. Or the entire process began and ended in mid 
air. This is quite possible. Tricos are strong, fast fliers. 
Swarms have been documented a m ile from  any w ater and 
at heights of 100 feet or more. Pow erful downward strokes 
of their wings could help cause the m esonotum  to split. The 
head comes out follow ed by thorax, abdom en and legs, w ith 
the wings still flapping to hold the insect up. In the several 
actual m ayfly m olts I've seen, the wings and the tails come 
out last. If this is true w ith our^lying trico, he could take a 
long sky dive w ith wings stationary^jand possibly pointed 
to the rear, finally freeing itself of the light, hollow, parachute
like, body and wings shuck trailing it.

A fter m ating, fem ales and m ales fall to the w ater in 
the hundreds of thousands. In some back eddies on larger 
rivers, spent tricos cover the w ater like a haze. This is pri
m arily a m orning activity, some w orkers having observed 
m ating flights as early as 4:30. Som e guides on the Bighorn 
take their clients out at daybreak. But, it takes a long tim e to 
sweep a river d ear of m illions of any kind of insect on the 
surface and I have enjoyed good trico fishing until one or 
two in the afternoon. Trico activity in M ontana is also long



lived across the nicest w eather we have, from  the first of July 
through the m iddle or end of September.

There are a few special problem s tying im itations of 
the spinners of Tricorythodes. The m ost obvious, of course, 
is the sm all size, although I don't believe they have to be tied 
as sm all as som e w riters have suggested. For at least 4 years, 
I have been fishing soft-hackled patterns on Tiemco 102Y, 
size 19, which has a shank length of 3/16".

For m ost trico situations, I would stay w ith that size, 
but I w ould also tie some patterns on the Tiemco, 900BL, 
size 20 which has a shank length of 1 / 8" and which is also 
barb free.

The question of the sex of the spinner is also a little 
problem . In m ost species, I don't believe m ales ever or rarely 
ever appear on the stream. In Tricorythodes, many spent 
m ales are to be found on the surface along w ith the fem ales, 
and the trout obviously enjoy them  as m uch as the fem ales. 
The^difference betw een the m ale and the fem ale, as I have 
tried to point out, is in the abdom en, a shade of green or 
dirty yellow  orange in some fem ales, but black and white 
striped in the males.

Ribbing on size 20 hooks, laying dow n the base color 
in w hatever m aterial, then tying in and w inding the rib is 
difficult, if not im possible. There just is not enough room. 
You can achieve the same effect very nicely, however, by ty
ing in two D anville threads, black and w hite, or black and 
yellow  or green and wind them  up together to the thorax. 
For purer colored abdom ens w ithout ribbing, tie ingom e- 
D anville orange or light olive and wind t h e s a - u p f t h o 
rax where we tie in a strand or two of m eaty peacock. It's 
quite am azing that this very common and cheap m aterial 
actually helps to float the fly, besides giving the appearance 
of the thick, black thorax so prevalent on all tricos, m ale and



fem ale. The fly is finished w ith three or four turns of a white 
cock or hen hackle, split, divided and formed into two halves 
w ith wet or waxed thum bs and forefingers.

It's  on a sm all fly like this that the thread body idea 
put forth in this book (and in  some classic literature before 
it) m anifests itself convincingly.

Here are the dressings in tabulated forms.

Male:
Hook: Tiemco 102 Y, Size 19 or liem co  

900BL, size 20.
Body: Black & light olive D anville thread 

wound together to just past the 
center of the hook.

Thorax: Meaty, single strand of peacock.
W ings: W hite hackle, divided in two and formed. 
Tail: Three m icro fibbetts left long.

Fem ale:
Hook: Sam e.
Abdomen: Light olive.
Thorax: Peacock.
Ribbing: None.
H ackle: W hite.
Tail: M icro fibbetts.

Trico #3:
Hook: Sam e.
Abdomen: Black and light olive.
Thorax: Peacock.
Ribbing: None.
H ackle: Grizzly.



Tail: M icro fibbetts.

(Note: I discovered from  the two trico spinner patterns in 
SOFT-HACKLED FLY IMITATIONS that the w hite winged 
pattern is m ore easily seen against t jj j^ bank foliage; and 
that the grizzly winged pattern is more easily seen in the 
glare o f the center of the river.)
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D o u b les ô c f ' V

There doesn't seem  to have been much w ork or think
ing done along the idea of 'doubles', tw o sm all flies tied on 
one bigger hook, when trying to im itate sm all naturals like 
trico s , su lp h u rs and B a e tis ...u n til the p u b lica tio n  o f 
MICROPATTERNS by D arrel M artin in 1994. M artin calls 
them  "Knotted Patterns" in this wonderful book, and points 
out that "three-fourths to nine-tenths of all insects are less 
than 6.5 m illim eters long." (Doubles are not to be confused 
w ith the British 'w ee doubles', small flies w ith double bends, 
points and barbs.)

We certainly don't like to fish 20 's, 22's and 24's, but 
there are times when those are the only sizes that w ill work 
on big, steadily feeding trout. Doubles m ake the game only 
a little easier than fishing the single m icropattem , but fur
nish the satisfaction of 'sm all fly /big fish' just the same.

The first double I ever saw was on the Big Horn, in 
1993. B ill Finney from  State College, Pa, showed it to me and 
he claim ed it worked quite w ell during the Septem ber trico 
hatches. It was tied on a size 16 w ith two sets of black bodies 
and two sets of poly yam  wings, one set behind the other. In 
M artin's book, the w ings are tied further apart at the front 
and over the bend of the hook as on the famous 'fore and aft' 
Renegade or House And Lot patterns.

My first thinking about doubles, was, of course, for 
trico spinners. I saw  them  by the jillions on different w aters,



where frequently there could be as many as 10 or 15 in one 
square inch, m any of them  touching each other. I don't be
lieve they fell on the river that way, but it was m ore the wave 
or current action which dum ped them  together on the sur
face, spedally in lees and eddys. I do believe, however, it's  
possible for a m ating pair of tricos or other m ayfly spinners 
to be blow n down to the w ater's surface acddentally.

In netting other kinds of spinners during the last 
couple of years, I frequently saw other m ayfly spinners close 
enough together (not, however, like tricos) to make me think 
doubles of baetis, sulphurs and other m icro-sized spinners 
m ight be feasable. And on October 13,1994, at the Blue Gate 
of DePuy spring creek, Lars Olson, a guide and m yself made 
an assault on the trout of that famous creek armed w ith some 
new spinner doubles. There had been trem endous hatches 
of Baetis tricaudatus, one ju st a few days before which mys
tified Lars and his client, and just about every other angler 
on the spring creek. Lars was looking for revenge and was 
eager to guinea pig these new  flies w ith m e. They were tied 
on 16 and 18 Tremco 100 hooks w ith yellow, orange and red 
bodies, gold ribs and dim  and honey dun hackles.

Lars started w ith the orange body ju st below  the blue 
gate bridge and hooked and landed a fish immediately. He 
lost the fly trying to remove it from  the trout and replaced it 
w ith a yellow. By this tim e I was fishing too, but now, mixed 
in with the tiny Baetis, was another larger, (16), yellowy green 
fly w hich the trout w ere starting to take along w ith the 
sm aller I'pretis, and m ilking down their concentration on the 
sm aller fly. But w hat were they so late in the year? You 
guessed it, PMD, another quirk effect of the drought year.

Before we q u it Lars caught three fish on his double 
spinner patterns, and I also hooked three but never landed a 
single one. Since then I've had the opportunity to net other



Baetis tricaudatus duns in connection w ith this book, and 
noticed several tim es that even when the hatch is not too 
heavy, the duns seemed to like being dose to each other com
ing down the river and that, on occasion, I saw one dun leave 
the water, fly and settle close to another a short distance away, 
as though he was looking for company.

So, why not a dun double along w ith the spinner 
double?

First, the dun double for Baetis tricaudatis:

Hook: Tiemco 100, size 16.
Bodies: Two sets dark green olive dubbing, 

one behind the other. (Alter body 
dubbings to m atch the hatch.)

Wings: M edium dun hackles, barbs stripped 
off one side for slim ness and neatness.

Tail: Three or four strands of clear Lureflash.

Spinner doubles:

Hook: Tiem co 100, size 16.
Bodies: Two sets yellow  Flym aster tapered

bodies, one behind the other. (Alter to 
m atch other spinner bodies.)

Ribbing: Fine gold wire.
W ings: Light ginger or honey dun hackles, barbs 

stripped off one side for slim ness and 
neatness.

Tail: Three m icro fibbetts or wood duck flank 
feathers.



T y in g  Spinners

Rem em ber H alford's prediction in the chapter on the 
history of spinners, that quill, gut and hair for bodies w ill 
have been abandoned in favor of dubbing? I think we can 
all agree that in the year, 1993, this is true. N atural or artifi
cial, dubbing is now available in just about any color or shade 
im aginable. It's  easy to get and easy to use. Wax the thread 
and spin a little dubbing on w ith your thumb and forefinger 
and 'voila,' you've got yourself a pretty good body for duns, 
caddis and stoneflies...but not for spinners.

Dubbing for spinners is too hairy and too thick. Look 
at the bodies of spinners (there are plenty of them  in this 
book) and w hat do you see? You see a sm ooth, glowing, 
lum inous, and thin body, clearly segmented into the 10 joints 
of the abodomen. In some spinners, Tim panoga hecuba and 
Ephem erella inerm is, for exam ple, the bodies or parts of 
them , are transparent.

In certain Paraleptophlebia species, certain joints ap
pear to be m etallic and highly polished, like silver or gold. 
Spinner bodies, are reflective...not absorbent, and to my way 
of thinking, dubbing is absorbent. (Halford didn't like it be
cause it absorbed w ater and was difficult to dry in the false 
casting.) Dubbing is too thick. Let me throw  some spinner 
dim ensions at you so you can see w hat w e're up against. 
These are from a fem ale spinner E. inerm is or pale m orning 
dun. The diam eters o f the second segm ent from  the thorax

l



is .028 and from  the ninth segm ent near the tail is .018, a 
difference of .010 from  top to bottom . (It w as easier to mea
sure those two joints rather than number one and num ber 
ten.) The length of the spinner is approxim ately 5 /16" which 
would indicate a size 16, if we were going to make a copy. 
Now, let's get diam eters of the hook and m aterials we would 
use for the im itation including dubbing and put them  in a 
table. Bear in m ind these figures are approxim ate. (The 
Tiemco 5230 was the sm allest diam eter hook I could find. 
The shanks o f m ost designated dry fly hooks in size 16 are 
.014 to.016 in diam eter.)

Tiemco 5230 3XF, size 16 .012
Flymaster tying thread .002

^ -^ ¿ n a e ld c  bmfij urltfreTTash (taffl̂ FBTt*
fififeNwWfT5B!ng .004
Dubbing (Fly-rite #18 dubbed as fine 

U as possible on Flymaster tying thread .006

W ith the dubbing m ethod, we are .00^? over the di
am eter of the tail end of the natural, but if we used ju st the 
tying thread, we could save, .004, and get w ithin ju st .003 of 
the real thing. O f course, on larger sizes, a thread body elim i
nates all the problem s of thickness, and on sm aller sizes, 18's 
and 20's, we could replace the gold ribbing w ith tying thread 
to save a couple thousands if we wanted to. I tried many 
ways to find the 'right' kind of body for the spinners in this 
book including floss, Larva Lace, Swannundace, flexi-floss, 
various natural and artificial dubbings, goose biots and oth
ers, but found that m ost of them  created a body which was 
too thick. I particularly liked the Orvis flexi-floss because it

Total



has a 'squishy', segm ented, liquid look. It m ight w ork on a 
14^and bigger hook, but in tins book, we use it on some 
larger bodies to build them  up quicker.

Tying Thread

There are many brands and kinds of tying threads, 
and I have settled on D anville flym aster which is available 
in many fly shops, comes in 14 colors, lies flat and has a nice, 
reflective sheen. There are other, finer tying threads, but they 
seem  coarse and rough and less reflective. To obtain that 
glistening finish or lum inousity spinners seem to have, I coat 
the body w ith a fly tying cem ent which dries fast enough to 
finish the fly at one sitting. Various fast drying nail polishes 
can also be used. (Marvin Nolte’s patterns in the photographs 
were coated w ith nail polish.)

There are at least a couple colors of spinner bodies 
which cannot be m atched by the existing D anville colors. 
And there are other bodies which have nearly clear segments 
in the m iddle of their abdom ens. For these, I'm  suggesting 
painting the shanks white, then form ing the body w ith w hite 
tying thread and painting the ends w ith the right colored 
m arkers. This is the only way to get this kind of two^toned 
body w ithout cutting off one colored thread, adding another, 
cutting it off and adding still another and cutting it off, all of 
which adds unwanted bulk to the body of the fly.

That's one body style. Really quite sim ple, but not 
w ithout precedent as we have seen in the chapter on the his
tory of spinners in fly tying.

Stripped, Dyed Peacock Q uills

As we have seen, stripped and dyed peacock quills



were usedfor bodies of m ayfly duns and spinners for at least 
300 years. HJntil about 20 years ago, one could buy them  in 
many different colors, packaged and ready to use. W hy did 
they go out of favor?

W ell, they are troublesom e to strip and dye and w ork 
w ith, and one m ight conjecture dubbing took over or quills 
w ent the way of com m ercial fly tying in Am erica...out of it! 
But there is no other m aterial, natural or synthetic, w hich 
gives such a thin, realistic spinner body and w e're going to 
use them  even if we have to dye them  ourselves.

An article by A. K. Best in the M arch 1991 FLY ROD 
AND REEL describes the m ethod for stripping and dyeing 
hackle quills, which is alm ost the same as peacock quills. 
Before we start, I w ould suggest a trip to a Salvation Army 
or Goodwill store where you should buy your own pan or 
two for the process. Then, m ix two cups of hot tap w ater 
w ith 1/2 cup of laundry bleach in a pan and soak a peacock 
eye or eyes, 6 to 10 inches, in it to remove or 'bu m ' off the 
flue. A gitate the eye in the m ixture gently and the flue w ill 
begin to fall off the barbs im m ediately and form  a scum. 
Leave the eyes in the bleach m ixture just long enough to bum  
off all the flue, then remove them  quickly. Dum p the bleach 
m ixture and w ash in cold, running w ater for 5 m inutes.

In tw o cups of warm  w ater add a palm ful of hair con
ditioner and soak the eyes in it for five m inutes. (The bleach 
m ixture dries out the natural oils and the hair conditioner 
tends to put some back.) Now rinse the eyes in cold, run
ning w ater for five m inutes and air dry on new spapers, mak
ing sure the barbs are separated from each other. Dye them  
the color you prefer in either a dye m ade for fly tying, 
(Veniard) or Rit, a household product available anywhere.

You can elim inate the dyeing process entirely by tak
ing individual barbs off the eye and 'painting' them  w ith



broad tip  colored m arkers, such as D esign 2, m ade by 
Eberhard Faber, Berol Prism acolor and Sanford HI IMPACT. 
The first two brands come in all the prim ary colors as w ell as 
blends, while the Sanford is available only in 8 prim ary col
ors. I w ould suggest, a dark red, orange, brow n, olive or 
light green, yellow, tan or biege and black. To ''paint' a barb, 
ju st place it, thick end first, on the edge of a piece of card
board, press the broad tip on the barb and pull it to the end. 
W ait a second and turn the barb over and do it again on the 
other side. The flueless barbs accept the darker, m arker col
ors quite w ell, but not so w ell in the very pale white, cream 
or yellow  tints. For these, I suggest tying the bodies w ith 
w hite, yellow , eggshell, beige or m aize Flym aster tying 
thread, and painting the hook shanks w hite before starting.

Stripped, Dyed Hackle Stem s

D ’s Flyes has come out w ith 11 colors o f stripped and 
dyed hackle stem s which make nice bodies on these new 
spinners. The stem s have to be soaked in w ater prior to ty
ing. The company address is D ’s Flyes, 1999 So. Zenobia St., 
Denver, CO, 80219, 303 934 7066.

Dyed M oose M ane Q uills

I owe the suggestion of using moose m ane quills for 
bodies of spinners to Ed Thom as. He used two barbs of con
trasting shades, turned thick end to thin, which produced a 
nice, natural segm ented body for a m osquito pattern he ties. 
I began to look for the w hitest and longest-barbed pice of 
moose m ane I could find at Dan Bailey’s in  Livingston w ith 
the idea that I would dye them  and try them  on some of the 
new spinner patterns in this book.



Surprisingly, moose mane barbs take dyes nicely, have 
a nice gloss and can be wound on a hook shank w ithout 
breaking as often as peacock quills or hackle stems. Indi
vidual stems or barbs are quite 'slippery' and do not accept 
m arker colors as w ell as tying thread. Individual dyed barbs 
can be wound on the hook shan then ribbed w ith gold wire, 
or they can be doubled, dark color and light, and wound on 
together for a ribbed effect w ithout the gold rib.

Tails

I'm  suggesting four kinds of tails. The first is two or 
three barbs of a golden pheasant topping feather, which as 
you know, is the classic tail and wing m aterial for many A t
lantic salm on patterns. The barbs are yellow  gold in color 
and have a reflective glint which seems to give off light re
sem bling many of the tails on the darker bodied spinners. 
There is also a natural, jaunty curve upward in the barbs 
which you m ust try to m aintain when tying them  in at the 
tail. One way to do this is to lay the barbs on a dark surface 
and move them  around until they are all facing the same 
way, then picking them  up w ith thumb and forefinger and 
tying them in at the tail. A sm all drop of flly tying cem ent on 
the thicker stubbs also helps hold the barbs together. (In 
salm on flies, a whole feather w ith many barbs is generally 
used. Here, we are stripping three or four individual barbs 
off the whole feather and tying them  in at the tail.)

The second kind of tail is two or three barbs of a wood 
duck flank feather. A fter looking at quite a few  spinners 
through sm all powered lenses and through a m icroscope, I 
began to notice that many tails were spotted. This feather, 
w ithout the band, has a nice, lem ony cast to it. He these 
barbs on the hook w ith the n atu ral curve upward.



W hichever tail you prefer for spinners, make sure you 
tie them  long enough. Spinner tails are unbelievably long 
and have never appeared long enough on artificial patterns 
to m atch the real thing. Twice the length of the hook shank 
should be the m inim um  length, w ith some patterns calling 
for three and four tim es the length of the body.

W ings

D esigning and installing wings on spinners has been 
the bane of fly tyers since fly tying began. There is virtually 
no color or substance to them  except some dark spots on the 
leading edges of certain of the Callibaetis tribe. Spinner wings 
are veined and transparent, yet they seem  to give off color 
p o in ts and lin e s w h ich  are n ev er d efin eab le  and 
reproduceable. From  this, it m ight seem dear that the sug
gested wing is better than the spedfic one, ie, a hackle only, 
(no hackle points, no sections of a wing quill and no poly 
yam ), wound at the thorax of the fly; or wound in the same 
place, but then split and flattened somewhat to becom e what 
M arinaro and W oolley called hackle fibre wings.

Earlier, I prom ised to give their instructions on how 
to do this, and here they are. W ell start, non-verbatim , w ith 
M arinaro from  IN THE RING OF THE RISE. The hackle is 
wound around the hook five or six tim es in turns next to 
each other, the rest of the turns splitting the previous turns 
in two. Now, the tying thread is used in figure 8's on top of 
and under the hackles to split and elevate the fibers, half on 
one side of the hook and half on the other.

W oolley's instructions are slightly different. He calls 
for far few er turns and suggests figure eights on top of the 
hook, then turning it over in the vice and using figure eights 
to separate the hackle fibers from that position, which I found



easier than M arinaro.
My m ethod of splitting the hackle into a full spent 

spinner position is m uch the same, except I have discovered 
that the barbs can be 'bent' rather perm anently into position 
by dividing, bunching and pulling or stroking them  w ith 
slightly w axed or w etted thum bs and forefingers. This 
m ethod needs no figure eights and is surprisingly easy to 
perform . I have suggested various hackles for the 30 pat
terns in the book and they can be cock or henT^X he cock 
hackle w ill undoubtedly help to keep the fly higher in the 
film . However, my^jhreference is for hen hackles because 
they are finer in texture and seem to offer m ore of the colors. 
I prefer.
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water. The insect just cannot hold its w ings up. ^_ _
I also believe there is no reason for male^,to’ en d Ttp -  /
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spinners on the w ater in any other position but fully spent 
except for a few Callibaetis females. W ing m uscles form  the 
largest group on a m ayfly and are, naturally, the first to fail 
after copulation in m id air and laying fertilized eggs Qn the
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m ng orunlesS they accidentally fall oi 

im m ediately after copulation, although im itations of male 
spinners have been designed and w ritten about. And mny 
w orker believe that certain m ale spinners return to a ’flight' 
or 'dance of males' in order to copiadate another fem ale. How 
m any tim es am ale can do thi^We do not know .^

T3ibse^ e^ ^ ^ l!^ ^ ^ y-ty^ ^ S^ ^ eticJli^ rt3inIng 
to^^Hof th e^ p ii^ ^ sfo u n d  in  this book, fcm the nekt-fcW 
images ir it of th? spinners together w ith suggested
colors and m aterials for bodies, hackles, ribs and tails, w hich 

* aU/ are abreviated: GPTF for golden pheasant topping feather 
and W DF for wood duck flank feather.
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Baetis No. 1:

Hook: TM C 100 :16 ,18  
Abdomen: Unithread, rusty brow n 
Thorax: Reddish brown 
Ribbing: Gold w ire 
Hackle: Rusty or ginger 
Tail: W DF

Baetis No. 2. Syl's Gold Plated Spinner:

Hook: TM C 100 :16 ,18
Abdomen: Yellow
Thorax: Light brown
Ribbing: Gold w ire, dose or solid wraps
Hackle: Rusty or ginger
Tail: W DF

Baetis No. 3:

Hook: TM C 100 :16 ,18  
Abdomen: Yellow D anville /
Thorax: Pinky tan 
Ribbing: Gold w ire—s ' * *
Hackle: Rusty or ginger 
Tail: W DF

Caenis:

Hook: TM C 100: 20 painted white 
Abdomen: Eggshell 
Thorax: Light brow n plus pink 
Ribbing: Gold wire



Hackle: W hite or rusty 
Tail: GPTF

Callibaetis:

Hook: TM C 100: 16
Abdomen: Gray
Thorax: Reddish brown
Ribbing: Copper wire
Hackle: W hite or rusty w ith partridge
Tail: WDF

Centroptilum  (Yellow sulphur):

Hook: TM C 100: 20 painted w hite
Abdomen: Yellow
Thorax: Pink
Ribbing: Gold wire
Hackle: Off w hite
Tail: W E fF ^ r p T p

D. coloradensis (W. green drake):

Hook: TM C 109BL: 13
Abdomen: Light olive
Thorax: D ark olive
Ribbing; Gold wire
Hackle: Rusty plus organza in front
Tail: GPTF



D. flavinlinea (Flav):

Hook: TM C 100: 16 
Abdomen: Coffee 
Thorax: Brown 
Ribbing: Gold wire 
H ackle: Organza 
Tail: GPTF

D. Grandis (Green Drake):

Hook: TMC 109BL: 11
Abdomen: Olive plus green flexi-floss
Thorax: D ark brown
Ribbing: M edium gold wire
Hackle: O ff w hite
Tail: GPTF or moose n^ane "

Epeorus albertae:

Hook: TM C 100: 16 painted w hite 
Abdomen: Eggshell 
Thorax: Light tan 
Ribbing: GoM wire m
Hackle: Ru%  or light giner 
Tail: W DF ^

Ephem era sim ulans (Brown drake):

Hook: TM C 109BL: 11 
Abdomen: Brown plus brown flexi-floss 
Thorax: Reddish brown 
Ribbing: M ediuim  gold wire



H ackle: rusty or light ginger 
Tail: WDF

Ephem erella inerm is (PM D):

Hook: T M C 100: 16 painted w hite
Abdomen: Light olive
Thorax: Pale yellow
Ribbing: Gold wire
Hackle: Rusty or reddish ginger
Tail: GPTF

Epheron album  (W hite fly):

Hook: TM C 109BL: 15 painted w hite
Abdomen: W hite
Thorax: Pinkish tan
Ribbing: Gold wire
H ackle: W hite
Tail: d e a r  lureflash

H eptagenia solitaria:

Hook: TM C 100: 14 painted w hite 
Abdomen: Orange 
Thorax: Darker orange 
Ribbing: Gold wire 
Hackle: rusty 
Tail: GPTF



Hexagenia lim bata:

Hook; TMC 109BL: 7 
Abdomen: Brown 
Thorax: D ark brown 
Ribbing: Large gold 
Hackle: Badger or grizzly 
Tail: Moose mane

Leptophlebia cupida:

Hook: TM C103BL: 13 
Abdomen: Brown 
Thorax: D ark brow n 
Ribbing: Gold wire 
Hackle: Rusty or ginger 
Tail: WDF

Paraleptophlebia bicom uta (M ahogany dun):

Hook: TM C 100: 16 
Abdomen: Brown 
Thorax: D ark brow n 
Ribbing: Gold wire 
Hackle: Rusty 
Tail: GPTF



Rithrogenia futilis:

Hook: TMC: 16 
Abdomen: Reddish orange 
Thorax: Reddish brown 
Ribbing: Gold wire 
H ackle: Light dun 
Tail: GPTF ^

Rithrogenia morcf^Bu (M arch brown):

Hook: TMC: 14
Abdomen: Orange dabbed w ith red m arker
Thorax: D ark brown
Ribbing: Gold wire
Hackle: Dim
Tail: GPTF

Rithrogenia robusta:

Hook: TM C 100:12 
Abdomen: Brown 
Thorax: Dar^brown 
Ribbing: Gold wire 
Hackle: Ginger 
Tail: GPTF



Rithrogenia undulata:

Hook: TM D 100: 16 
Abdomen: Coffee 
Thorax: Reddish brown 
Ribbing: Gold wire 
Hackle: Ginger 
Tail: GPTF

Siphlonurus occidentalis (Gray drake):

Hook: TM C 109BL: 13 
Abdomen: Coffee 
Thorax: Reddish brown 
Ribbing: Gold wire 
Hackle: Rusty plus organza 
Tail: GPTF

Siphlunorus quebecenis (Gray drake):

Hook: TM C 109BLL 13 
Abdomen: Coffee 
Thorax: M edium brow n 
Ribbing: G old wire 
Hackle: Rusty plus organza 
Tail: WDF

Stenonem a vicarium  (M arch brown):

Hook: TM C 109BL: 11
Abdomen: Yellow, dabbed w ith brow n m arker 
Thorax: D ark amber 
Ribbing: Gold wire



Hackle: Honey dun plus partridge 
Tail: WDF

Stenonem a fuscum  (Gray fox)

Hook: TM C 109BL: 13
Abdomen: Yellow, dabbed w ith brow n m arker
Thorax: D ark amber
Ribbing: Gold wire
Hackle: Honey dim  plus partridge
Tail: W DF

Stenonem a canadensis (Light Cahill)
Hook: TM C 109BL:15
Abdomen: Yellow, dabbed w ith brown m arker
Thorax: D ark amber
Ribbing: Gold w ire
H ackle: Honey dun plus partridge
Tail: WDF

Timpanoga hecuba

Hook: TM C 109BL: 13 
Abdomen: Coffee 
Thorax: Rusty
Ribbing: Gold plus gray thread 
Hackle: Off w hite 
Tail: GPTF



Trico (M ale):

Hook: TMC 102Y: 19 or 902BL: 20 
Abdomen: Black and light olive 
Thorax: Peacock 
Ribbing: None 
H ackle: W hite 
Tail: M icro fibbetts

4W>/2^
Trico (Fem ale):

Hook: TM C 102Y: 19 or 902BL: 20
Abdomen: light olive
Thorax: Peacock
Ribbing: None
Hackle: Grizzly
Tail: Micro fibbets

Trico No. 3:

Hook: TM C102Y: 19o r902B L :20  
Abdomen: Black and light olive 
Thorax: Peacock e
Ribbing:
Hackle: Grizzly 
Tail: Micro fibbetts


